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IN OUR 82nd YEAR

Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, March 10, 1961

MURRAY POPULATION 10 100

Vol. LXXXII No. 58

TAPPAN GETS ORDER FOR 25,000 RA GES

stove Plant Nears Target Date
Of April 1 For Expansion End

Small Town Is The Backbone
Of The Nation Speaker Says

By JAMES C. WILLIAMS
Fifteen months of work, frustration. exacting control, and syncbonization of operations is alrrEst over far the Murray Manufacturing Company with April 1
being the target date for the completion of expansion of the plant.
The company has had four major
problems to wrestle with during
this period, which will come to
a successful conclusion within the
next three weeks.
'The company. fifteen months
nen, faced a plant expansion of
taillat and one-half million dollars:
the introduction of a new model
range; the installation of a new
foundry, conveyor systems. presses
and office system; while at the
same time keeping the plant in
operation so that employees would
not lose any time, with the resultins loss of a paycheck.
They were successful in all of
these endeavors through the close
c&iperation of the employees, engineering section, and the management. .
The plant has been increased in
size to a large demension, and
equipment amounting to literally
tens of thousands of dollars has
been installed. and ,yet the manufacture of gas ranges has been
continued A new larger furnace
has been installed, and Is In operation, which now allows range
rats to be run through one lumen with the undercoating .cover
while the other is used to bike on
the white extelleir enamel.
The new - modern foundry wait
Installed at a time when the smallest number of, men would be affected, and has been in operation
now for some time. This foundry
is capable of producing not only
',arts necessary for use in building
ranges at the plant here. but
Yr() makes parts for other Tappan
plants, and even other comnanies.
Much of the hard labor in the
foundry was reduced or eliminated by the installation of this new
enlIornent.
Three huge presses were installed. with large foundations set deep
into the plant floors being necessary to support their tremendous
weight.
issaa completely new powered asgarnish( line Is now in operation
and another is yet to be installed.
An additional enamel room was
constructed with modern spraying
equipment. New and larger tanks
were installed for the cleaning of
parts before the enamel is applied.
Everything was either added to,
changed, or duplicated in order to
Increase the capacity of the plant
to its present 1.000 gas ranges a

"The small town is the backbone of the nation" Miss Bobbie
L. McCarter of the Murray State
College Sociology Department told
the Murray Rotary Club yesterday. Miss McCarter spoke to the
club
on "Recent
Sociological
Changes" especially as they related to the so called small town.
She told the club that today
three-fifths of the population of
the United States liae in towns of
under 25,000.
The small town today, she continued, is different from the small
town of yesterday. It is not isolated and the resident of the small
town has as many conveniences
and cultural opportunities as the
person living in a large city.
The small town is growing she
told the club, and she pointed out
several reasons why. Transportation is one factor which has
br6ught about growth,. because it
has fiedured isolation and has
speeded up movement from home
to job. Many people, she said, prefer to live in the small town, rather than in an urban or rural
area.
Decentralization of industry has
purshed small town growth, she
continued. As industry moves into small towns, population is stabila25 and iieW people come 1n%0
an area to live. Programs such as
TVA have contributed to attraction of indt-stry which :carries
with it a- stabalizaticim of-poputa-

As if this expansion program
just by itself was not enough, the
company also embarked on the Introduction of a new model gas
range.
This involved completely new
dies, new techniques on the assembly line. a new way of handling parts, a different way of doing
things.
The new Tappan gas range Is
bk. result of the work of engineers,
designers, and people in all departments of the plant.
The chassis or frame of the new
model is a "one piece wrap over
design". It literally is in one piece
when it arrives in the hands of the
expert welders who fashion it into
a range chassis with the help of an
Ingenious a n d almost terrifying
machine fifteen feet high.
are range frame ia laid out flat
unen it leaves the huge die press
which "stimps" It out of a sheet of
metal. The welders place it in the
big welding machine which folds
and wraps and welds in a series of
movements which are difficult to
conceive. It comes out as a range
chassis, all in one piece, with no
cracks or seams.
Another Ingenious machine, also
designed especially for this job,
ate the same thing for the oven
which is all one piece.
A new wecigewood blue will
greet the housewife w hen she
opens her new Tappan gas range

new instead of the black to which
she has been accustomed. Some
models of the new range have
removable sides, and bottom, inside the oven, so that they can be
washed right in the sink.
The oven door of the new gas
ranges cornea completely off so
that it too can be washed more
easily.
There are literally dozens of
changes in the new Tappan gas
range, many of. them hidden engineering features which make for
better performance. The backguard
of the new range is made of a
beautiful blue anodized met a 1
strip. Another feature easily visible is the front of the range which
arms straight to the floor and
does away with the "toe in" aref
whiah has proved to be so vexing
for houswives to clean.
The new range has a larger
oven, a separate broiling oven and
the lift-off door No seams, more
easily cleaned surfaces, and other
features mark the new range.
Introduction of a new model
range brings with it many other
problems, such as "bugs" which
crop up even in well laid engineering plans. Parts must fit perfectly,
doors must work easily, everything must pass a rigid inspection
so_thata wben the housewife ussa
the ranee, it will be everything she
expected it to be.
The new model range must satisfy "hard to please" engineers and
inspectors before it is placed on a
production line basis.
An engineering and management
problem of tremendous proportions
has presented itself with the expansion program proceeding on
schedule, then the introduction of
the new model range.
A cutoff date of Friday, March
10 was set for the last of the old
-'odd l ranges to be built This
r ;leant that the right number of
parts had to be made for the old
model range, while at the same
trne new and different parts had
to be made for the new model
range. All of these parts, of course,
had to be kept separate.
The new powered assembly line
was set up to make the new model
range while the old assembly line
was working an the old model
range. When the last old model
range was put together, the employees on that assembly line were
changed to make a second shift on
the new assembly line. This arrangement is to be continued until
(Continued on Page 3)

W. D. "Dick" Jane

New Office Opened
In Murray Recently
The Lincoln American Life Insurance Company has opened an
office in Murray with W. D. "Dick"
Jantz of McKenzie as District'Manager. The office is located at 107
North Fourth street.
Jantz is a graduate of Murray
State College where he also received his master's degree. He is
married to the former Mary Cantrell and they have one daughter
Cynthia Marie, age 3.
The family attends the Cumberland Presbyterian Church at North
Pleasant Greve.
Jantz is a member of Masonic
Lodge number 96 at McKenzie and
a member of the American Legion.
Ile is a veteran of the Korean war.
The company was artmltt
Kentucky in January of this year
and operates in Tennessee and Kentucky:. Agents are Mrs Josephine
Shroat of Murray aril James Madding of Mayfield

Women Of Woodcraft
Will Meet Monday
Murray Cour t 728 Women of
Woodcraft will meet Monday night.
March 13th at 7:00 p. m. in the
Ameriaan Legion Hall.
The program will consist of a
short basiless meeting followed by
a Jewelry Showing by a representative of Emmons Jewelry of New
York Refreshments will be served.
All members are invited..
D A R TO MEET
The Captain Wendall Oury Chapter of the D. A. R will meet Saturday at 2.30 p. m. in the home of
Mrs. Roy Devine on Payne Street.

Man In Space

By BILL WILK5

Weather
Ripo t
Witted Prose leatiienettissal
WESTERN KENTUCKY -- Mostly fair and warmer today, high 53.
Partly cloudy and a little" warmer
tonight, low 40. Saturday considerable cloudiness and mild.
Temperatures at 5 a. m. (CST):
Louisville 32, Paducah 30, Lexington 27, Bowling Green 28, London
30 and Covington 31.
Evansville. lad, 32.
Huntington, W Va.. 27.

miles, the chamber's vacuum will
be the nearest man has come to
producing the near-nothingness of
space in a laboratory. according
to Dr. Lewis Lamore. chief scientist at Lockheed's California Division.
SevNiaztl kind. of pumps will reduce th chamber's pressure to onebillionth that of the air outside—
a vacuum in which a ping pong ball
will evaporate in a few minutes.
Not Even Close
Yet, the vacuum in the chamber
will be far from that existing 1,1
interplanetary space. Larrnore said.
To approach that, he pressure would
have to be reduced at least another
Millioh times.
Actually. Larmore ex p I a ine d,
there is no known way to duplicate the vacuum of interplanetary
space.
"We can't keep the steel walls
of a chamber from evaporating."
he said. "Gas and particles are looeed from the walls as fast as we can
pump it out."
The project is being undertaken
In connection with a planned halfairplane, half-spaceship to be used
for servicing satellites in orbit. The
study is known as SLOMAlt—space

for families to participate in various functions together, she continued; whereas in densly populated area, this is not true.
The youth of the nation comprises the major national resource,
she continued. She intimated that
the proper development of youth
come% about more easily in the
small' town. Miss McCarter praised Rotary for its work in the fields
of youth and rural-urban relations.
She concluded her talk by telling the Rotarians that the small
town plays a vital role in . the
nation today and that Murray
would show up well in the roster
of small towns of the nation.
Visiting Rotarians were Raymond Miller apcl Gene Gilliam of
Mayfield. Ross Dawkins was a
guests of Robert Perry.
Verne Kyle, acting in the absence of president Waylon Rayburn announced that the annual
Rotary Ann night would be held
on Thursday April 13.
He also announced that on
Tuesday Mara.h 28 an inter-club
meetingwould be held with David
S. Tesher. the Consul-General of
Israel as the speaker. His subject
will be "The Road to Peace in
the Middle East".

Gangster Plots
Irk Gangster
NEW

YORK illat — larnalcian
Anthony (Tough Tony)
Miss McCarter also cited thel Anastasia gave the Liggett and
decrease in the number of mill Myers Tobacco Co. an ultimatum
towns, which are ,towns built up 'today—stop the portrayal of Italaround a plant and owned by the ians as gangsters on the TV show
plant itself, as a factor in the in- "The Untouchables" or lose the
crease in the growth of small business of his 10,000 longshoretowns. As the plant releases its men.
Anastasia, brother of murdered
ownership and outside interests
move in, the town actually grows, underworld executioner A 1 ber t
she said. The various government Anastasia, added muscle to the
senices also have a decided effect. campaign of t h e Federation of
Italian - American Democratic orshe said.
Family cohesion is greater in ganization to get the ABC-TV show
a small town, Miss McCarter told (sponsored by Liggett and Myers)
the Rotarians There is more room "to stop stereotyping Italians as
criminals." He is Italian born and
has a record of seven arrests since
1925.
A spokesman for Liggett and
Myers said there would be no comThe Pleasant Valley Church of ment 90 Anastasia's threat
The network already has promChrist announces that Phil Murdock will remain as minister of ised not to use Italian names except for those of actual persons
the church for the year.
plot is entirely deServices are held the second "or where the
Sunday of each month with Bible pendent for its themes on the use
School being held every Sunday at of such characterizations." Officials have pointed out that a great
10:00 a.m.
many criminals of the period were
in actuality Italian born or of
Italian descent.

_4dock.. boss

Murdock Remains
At Pleasant Valley

Most Complete Nothingness Ever Known Is
Being Made In Isolated California Canyon
BURBANK. Calif. (UPI) — In an
isolated canyon 30 mile, northwest
of here, scientists are working on a
project to create the hoteat, coldest. most lethal "nothingness" man
has known on earth
Lockheed Aircraft claims the project is the free world's most ambitious attempt to duplicate conditions of\pace — in a vacuum
chamber 10 feet in diameter and
10 feet high.
'Simulating an altitude of 475

3ULLETIN Will Mean Steady Employment

logistics. maintenance and rescue.
During simulated missions in the
chamber spacecraft models a n d
materials will be subjected to cold
and heat ranging from minus 456
to plus 500 degrees Fahrenheit as
well as the erosion of radiation and
meteoritic particlesm.
Head Answers
How long will spaceship materials hold up under such evaporation
and erosion? How can work i ng
parts be made to operate in environments where ordinary lubrieetts
simply evaporate? Thes are some of
the questions Lockheed scientists
seek to answer.
• Batteries of quartz lamps and ordinary light bulbs will be used to
simulate some of the radiations in
space within the chamber.
Larmore said a flour-like material or perhaps fine ice particles
would be shot into the chamber at
speeds up to 25,000 miles an hour
I''simulate the dust and micro
meteoritic swarms of space.
"For all practical purposes, the
spacecraft will be hurtling through
space itself," he said.
The chamber. one of five to be
built in Rye Canyon for high altitude and space research, is schedulled fur first tests this summer.

or

Kirksey Baptists
To Hold Singing
The Kirksey Baptist Church will
have a singing Sunday afternoon
March 12, beginning at 2:00. The
program will feature the Gospel'
tone Quartet of Owensboro. Ky,
James Vaughn Edwards, formerly of Kirksey is manager and pianist for the quartet and is we II
known here having played for the
Hamilton Bros. Quartet and also
the Hawkins Quartet before going
to Owensboro.
Rev. Terry Sills, pastor of the
church said everyone was invited
to attend, particularly singers.

Directors To Be
Named For Watershed
An election of watershed directors in East Fork and West Fork
Watersheds will he held in early
April, according to an announcement from the Calloway. Soil Conservation District Board of Supervisors.
Calloway County will elect three
directors from West Fork and five
directors from East Fork. They will
serve a four year term along with
directors elected from Graves, Marshall and McCracken Counties. Directors of watersheds. under the
supervision of boards of supervisors, are the governing body of WItershed conservancy districts.
Each person desiring to be a director of a watershed conservancy
district must file a nominating petition with the board of supervisors
signed by twenty-five or more landowners within the watershed conservancy districts of the counties
involved.

Verne Kyle. General Manager
the Murray Manufacturing Company today announced that his
company has received an order to
provide approximately 25.000 Tappan gas ranges for apartment units
in New York City and San Francisco.
•
These apartments are located in
five different privately constructed housing communities which are
Soo Editorial Page Tw•

chassis will also be featured on
these models.
This big order will be manufactured here in Murray by the Murray Manufacturing Company which
is approaching the end of an expansion program which has been
in _progress for the past _fifteen
months. •
The capacity of the plant is now
1,000 ranges a day. Ranges for this
one order will be built while at
Use same time the company is entering the Spring sales season.
This will mean that near capacity
will be needed to supply the demand.
It is believed that from 200 to
300 new personnel will be added
to take care of this order and the
manufacture of gas ranges for
normal consumption.

known as model urban housing
developments. They are Parkchester, Peter Cooper Village, Stuyvesant Town. and Riverton in New
York and Parkmerced in S a n
Francisco.
The huge order is believed to
be the largest single order for
ranges ever placed for immediate
delivery. These ranges will replace
exisaing units in apartments built
during the 1940's.
Engineeing and service superintendents 'personally inspected
the manufactasaing processes of
major range manufacturers before
awarding the contract for the
The Blood ra. ver Associalional
ranges.
as,
"We are proud to be 'honored Training trn,on meeting will be
with an order et this magrlitude" held with the New Bethel Baptist
said W. R. Tappan, presidenta,of ('hutch in Marshall County on Monday night at 7 30 o'clock.
the garapany. "These management.
,The program will be composed of
apeciasela are highly conowiouwof
•TMlVictuals firoin ('he churches vi.he
the serviceability of the product
Will participatt In the.. Junior Me
because this equipment will be
attory work and Bible -drill, infer
_serviced by their petsonriel for an
mediate sword drill and the Southestimated fifteen years_ The satisern Baptist speakers tournament
faction' of over 25.000 famillea in
,The participanta are urged to be
their apartments tvIth minimum
present at 7:00 p.aan. in the base
costs to them is obviously of great
ment of the church.
imrsortance."
The ranges to be delivered will
71 DIE IN MINE
be the new model ranges now
coming off the assembly lines.
FUKUCKA, Japan ljfti —Rescue
Features include lift up tops, reworkers today brought to the surtaa_
movable oven liners, and bottoms
ace the bodies of 71 Japanese coal '
for easy cleaning, sizzle-n-simmer
miners killed by an underground
burners, and removable oven
fire in Japan's worst postwar mine
doors.
disaster.
wrap-around
one
piece
The new
Only 20 of the 91 meh in the
Ueda Mining Co. mine escaped.
The fire was caused by an overheated air compressor, which exploded Thursday 2,000 feet below
the surface.
It was the second major disaster
in six months for the Ueda company. whi0 empluyes only 350
persons. Sixty-seven miners at the
company's Hosho mine were killed
last year when a river over its
tunnels broke through and flooded
them

Associational
Meet Monday

Mrs. Allbritten
Re-elected Head
Of Woman's Club

James B. Blalock III
Dies Of Hemophilia
James B. Blalock III. 7 y•ear-old
son of Mr. and Mrs. James B. Blalock Jr., of Jeffersontown, died
Thursday of hemophilia, a disease
marked by excessive bleeding from
even slight wounds. His father is
president of the Kentuckiana Chapter of t he National Hemophilia
Foundation.
His grandfather is well knowl in
Murray and is well established as
an insurance man in the state.
WINS SUIT
OWENSBORO. Ky. (911) — A
Daviess Circuit Court jury Thursday awarded $900 to a 17-year old
boy who filed a civil suit against
two police officers here for arresting him after he put a nickel In a
Parking meter.
Joe Wiles said he put a nickel
in the meter last July when he
noticed that the alloted time for a
parked car was running short.
Wiles was not the owner of the
car.
Policewoman Lois Crofton arrested Wiles when he allegedly
refused to tell her whether he
owned the car. She called Patrolman Rodney Heath who took Wiles
to police headquarters.
Wiles later filed suit against
bothe police officers.

For Many Calloway Citizens

WASHINGTON Iii — T ha
House today approved President
Kennedy's priority regaest for
Emergency aid to the needy children of jobless workers.

Mrs. James Rudy Allbritton
Mrs. James Rudy Allbritten was
re-elected president of the Murray
Woman's Club at the organizations
general meeting Thursday afternoon, March 9, at two o'clock.
Mrs. Allbritten, in employee of
the Bank of Murray, is a member
of the Music and Zeta departments
of the glub. She is active in club,
church and civic affairs.
Under her leadership the past
year the Woman's Club has taken
in active part in city beautification projects, Christmas decoration, TB sales, Girl Scouts, the
CARE project for Latin American
countries. It has donated $800 to

the Callaway L',uuit 1,uLiu a:y and
sponsored the Heart Drive with
club women making door-to-door
calls collecting over $900 Mrs.
Howard Olila was chairman of this
project. The club also gave $330 to
the United Fund.
Other projects included sending
Christmas gifts to the Fort Campbell Hospital veterans and in observance of Veterans Day. November 11. the club sent money to
Outwood Hospital. The Sigma department operates and maintains a
kindergarten for five year old children Forty students are enrolled
in the two session school.
Other officers elected at Thursday's meeting were Mrs. Howard
Olila, first vice president: Mrs.
John Pasco. second vice president;
Mrs A. W. Russell, recording secretary; Mrs. Charles Clark, corresponding secretary 'and Mrs. C.
(Continad on Page 3)
-NOW YOU KNOW
By United Press International
In World War I, Russia, with a
total mobilized force of 12 million
men suffered 76.3 per cent casualties, including 1.7 million dead.
CAR WASH PLANNED
The Phi Mu Alpha pledge class
1,f Murray State College will sponsor a car wash at the Sinclair station at Five Points Saturday from
7 00 a in to 5:00 p. m.
Washes will be $1 50 each with
free pick-up and delivery.
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PEN PALS ENCIAGED—Torpedoman 2/C James Eyrnan
from Gower. Mo., hugs his
fiancee, Anna Adams, 18, in
Dimdon. Scotland, after they
announced their engagement
He ts a crewman aboard the
U S. submarine tender Protaus, which is setting up a
base for U.S. atomic submarines at Holy Loch, Scotland. Fen pals for years, the
couple met for the first time
when the Proteus docked
,March 3,,,joadRad_
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GOOD NEWS
•
HE LEAD STORY in today's issue of the Led• ger and
Tunes is one which will gladden the hearts of Murrayans
and Calloway countians.
The order for *.n.inai Tappan gas ranges which has
been received by the Murray Manufacturing Company
means that steady empliiyment will he assured many of
our breadwinners` fur some time. Us spite of the fact
that apparently the rest of the nation may be facing
a somewhat bleak
, We have heard direpredietiUns by responsible parties
GOES TO BAT POI POP -Julius Solters of Pittsburgh, cu.-in the present natieemel administration which could., if
time slugger in the American League who was blinded whasa
hit by a pitched ball, gives his favorite bat to his son, Stepheas„
continued. have a definitely .olverse effect 011 our econo3, whom he has never seen. Solters, who operates a tavern :a
my. -Reckless talk of utienuilesymeid. gliiisna, etc.. Can
Pittsburgh, wants the youngster to start swinging so tae sandcontribute to a depression. we believe.
lots as soon as he can handle the bat. allesnwi.lia. so,date
o
to play a
game of golf dawn.row handier".
This newspaper has lies'or ignored the reporting, of
conditions.
actual
but it has alsx4s tried he steer clear of
unnecess.ery scare stories published purely for selisahoned reasons..
We would far rather "streamer- reports like the
line eve have today.
-111,-SEIP111-SNIDER
their television fan. • happy agam-This eveve,..-siven
s.sit rut hue,•at
1"r-the
,S
NEW YORK MN - Sports of a1
all this year. airing a total of 127
art; created by business and are available only when
leagsorts:
ue games . . Entire home schelousiness justifies it No plant or- firm has a job open" for
Rumors are building up :hat Leo dule of 81. plus 46 road games will
a person just for humanitarian reasons. They can't afDurocher. now a Dodger coach, will be carried on free TV
plus three
ford it.
become the first manager of New
exhib.nons
from
Florida
and St.
Jobs are created wheel sales go up.. either because York's new National League club
Louis.
due
in
1962
but
the
club
itself
is
more production iS needed, or becaase services or sales
i on no hurry. ."What we need are
Valera Brume!, the phenomenal
personnel are needed to take•eure or the increase.
acout to find players for a manWhen the Murray Mantifmeturing Company unnonieces ager to manage,- says General man- Russian high jumper. ha., a keen
sense of humor
In trying to deall 'order tor tii.magnilinle we are glad because we_ know ager Charlie Hurth.
.
We don't need a manger at termine how high Brumel actually
that the-1 can make a profit. When the ihiv conies that least until late fall when there could jump, he was *Aced by how
WC. Murray.Maitufacturing Cialipany fail. Ito make a pros- might be three or four good men much he had cleared the bar the
night in Moscow he soared 7 feet.
fit. either from lack of -.ale. or too high production rusts. asa:labie :o screen."
don't know," BruBut what do you wants bet it'll be 4's inches ..
me' said, -There wasn't time to
then we can see ai-ailable jobs- dwI till, away.
Leo'
Ohio State's Jerry Lucas obv,- look But it was enough."
.'t company- or firin needs to make a 111'1/15 t 1., surously is a danuy but the potent
vive. 'tarry Truman amist .44i.'r- melte ithstandiug.
Four Los Angeles Dodgers will
Buckes es are far from a one-man
We ceiiigratitlate the Murray Manufacturing Company basketball team . .total of four do a bit of acting on a "Mike
Shayne" televi•.on
March
and their fine personnel it, receiving III'S 010011 1/11S1114'S,. Rucks rate .n the top 14 in the Beg 10 Sandy Koufax.episode
Ed Roebuck,
Welt hope. that the additlpit of more euiployees 'is juisti- Ten scoring race
Lam Sherry and Stan Williams
Pierer Amuses Press
are in a baseball yarn.
flit
'
. With a olanpany 11kt the -stove plaid- in our midst
Gary player, the pont-szed pro
dtling well. the _eremoiny s.f Murray and Calloway County golfer from South Africa, contincgii certainly • ride out almost any kind of business set- ue, to amme the tour's top swungera. He's the only guy they know
bdck.
who belts every tee shot w,th all

T

Sports Parade

--Ten Years Aga Today
Ledger
oftriieli‘ e

Tames File

..f

more limn fifty different
ki's,IL if f'.'..1 and iiitere..ding slides show-ing foss I produe-loci were eiii.iyeit by member. of the Murray High
P.T.N at its reillar meeting Wellsiesday.
441.44.11mi ut the -dal, executive
committee r.,r• ,i,•1411.••
t..'lav atiimillie.•.4 the apponitinriil of Rev Itrottlafieli as eh:Orman of die Calloway Coolint) committee.
Ntiorrai acid 1:411toNesey Comity .ch0000l. tt ill eel a -nilslasKtnel irovrea.o. In Ills. stal.• per capita allotment per
pupil it le:10.11111011 110w 1,010111K
This' 1111'realie
0111.1 110•.01
11?3.0011 her the elonot's. a0.40.11)
for the eity, •
.S%
die measure of Fulton 61.0-7).
.! and
Hardin wit- a 7)o-2,10 winner lover Clinton in !legions!
Tournament pla la.1 night,

1.-11.1.D..11:, 11.1111:1I lii, I fie)!

Tilghman Tops Falcons, Jets Win I

IPUSLIIINIFO by ltfaellft a TIMES PUBLTSMINO COMPANY, his.
C.newaidaUon of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and The
Thaes-Herald. Omaha. ao. 122a asd the West IlLerstssoklea, Januar:,
1, 1141.

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE imam
Messua laseaphia, Town_ 150 Park Ara, Now Task ENV IL
Pm Ars. Mimeo; N Holy:tam at, Bastoa.

• War -

up two quick baskets to give the
Jets a 39-35 edge.
Clark scored again at the outset
of the final period and North Marshall enjoyed a 40-35 advantage.
North ran the margin to seven
markers before the Comets blasted
their way back to a deficit of three,
413-45, with two minutes showing
on the clock.
Sam Clark scored off a Jet rebound and Gary Seay made good a
charity toss given North on a technical when Carlisle inadvertently
had six players on the court in confusion over a substitution.
The free toss put North on top
51-45 with only 55 seconds left.
Goheen canned a fielder, Tommy
Grooms a charity toss, and Clark
two free throws for the final point
spread, 5546.
L. H. Tyler led the Comet scoring
with 18 points, Gibson had 15. Car--

14 27 39 55
15 25 35 441
North (55)
Goheen 18, Seay 14, King 6,
Clark 15, Darnell 4.
Carlisle (46)
Owens 2. Gibson 15, Tyler 18,
Vaughn 6, Groom. 3.

North ......
Carlisle

El RIVE -UN THEATRE
Open Thursday - Friday - Saturday - Sunday

TONITE IS 'BANK NITE'
_ $175.00

Jackpot

ON THE SCREEN FOR THE LAST TIMES TONITE

11113111"WELD NICOLE MAIM
SATURDAY

NITE

ONLY ------

NINE
no paws....
nosupoosem
We sots

.,li1

7
it

F
•

35`
BAD
.

per week

HIGH
TOME

•IOW Alillrbm..
MI

Or any 3 of your
Favorite Magazines
For

MURRAY DRIVE-1N: Last times
tonight 4ligh Time", 103 mins.,
static at 7:15 and 9:15. Saturday
only 'The Badlanders", 86 mins.,
starts at 6:45, 10:43, plus -Murder, Itics", 103 mins,. starts at
8:41.

Paducah ...... . ...... 9 19 28 37
Hickman --------------------9 20 26 31
Paducah (37)
Overton 7, Holland 2, Gordon 7,
Hunt 5, Stubblefield 14, Rose 2.
Hickrnon (31)
L. Padgett 4, Waterfield 6, Dodson 3, Harper 11, Overstreet 7.

MURRAY

LIFE OR POST

VARSIT Y: "Little Shepard of
Kingdom Come", fea. 106 mins.,
starts at:‘. 1:14, 4:39. and 8:04.
"Tess of the Storm Country",
fee. 82 mins.,'starts at: 3:00, 6:25,
and 9:30.

lisle hit 17 of 35 from the field for
35 per cent.
Bennie Goheen paced North Marshall with 16, Clark had 14, and
Seay 14. The Jets hit 10 of 27 from
the field for 39 per cent.
•

May Britt

No Collectors
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Henry Morgan

KATY JURACIG1 CLARE

March Is Rambler Month
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HATCHER AUTO SALES
WOW TROUGLE

ALL NEW
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Life's a breeze...unler a Colorweld
iffira,";#•••pomm,..,

Mark n

TIME TO I
SEE A
SHOW!

Soierce,Noteboar4

p-wier--gradevades-trouble
consistently
Player currently is
Tap -tit,Ilar-earner on the :our
with 915.785 33. officially. a shade
more than Arnold Palmer.
Busiest heed coach .n the college. ranks this spring is John ChiHe's getronna of Rhode Island
ting ready to d.rect spring football practice and coaching the baseball team t boot
Navy opens spring football practice lionday if the weatherman promises a faeorable long range forecast .. . Otherwise. Coach. Wayne
Hardin will delay things A bit
Bad weather last year knocked out
two of the 20 practice sessions al
lowed within a 36-day period add
Bertha has too much a rk at
this .spr.ng to afford another !o•- .He lost 17 lettermen.
Televise 127 Bernie
' New York Yankees will keep

MINIMINIMMINISamietinea

A large First Region Tournament defensive effort that forced the opcrowd saw Paducah Tilghman come position to battle long and hard
from behind in the second half to for a good shot. The score was tied
edge past Itghly regarded Hickman three times in the third period. A
County 37-31 and North Marshall basket by Paducah's Gordon as be
fight off upset - minded Carlisle horn sounded pushed Tilghman
County 55-46 in the lower bracket ahead 28-26.
quarter finals last night.
Hickman never quite overcame
Tournament tough Tilghroaia
faces another cool contender to- that two point edge. Gary Overton
night as the Tornado must take ua scored at the outset of the final
favorite North Marshall. The first prdriod for snottier four marker
game of the semi-final round pits advantage. Hunt missed a charity
the Third District finalists together opportunity and Sam Harper came
again with runner-up 1.0WeS meet- through seconds later with two free
throws that pulled Hickman to withing champion Mayfield.
For more than thirty one minu- in two, 30-28.
Gery Overton had a chance to
tes, partisan fans cheered in tense
excitement. Never more than four gain ground for Tilghnian but could
points separated the two squads un- not convert the free toss. Dodson
til Gary- Stubbelfield hit two charity picked up one free throw for the
tomes to put Tilghman on top 35-29 Falcons to set the stage for Tiighwith only 44 seconds left to play. man's life saving free throw series.
Gary Stubblefield was the top
Falcon ace Sam Harper fouled
out of the game with 2:33 remain- *corer with 14 points. Tilghman
ing. Harpers foul sent Paducah to grabbed 39 rebounds, hit 15 of 50
the charity stripe for the first of field goal attempta for 30 per cent,
three straight time- with the Tor- and only 7 of 15 free throws for
nado leading 30-29. Tilghman push- 47 per cent. The Tornado commited in five of six free throw attempts ted six personal fouls.
and led 35-29.
Sam Harper led Hickman County's
James Gordon cannected on a
fielder to spread the gap to eight attack with 11 points and 17 if their
points, 37-29. Gordon missed a char- 37 rebounds. The Falcons took 47
ity' toss, Holland missed a free shots from the field and connected
throw and Joe Dodson hit from on 13 for 28 per oent. Hickman
the field iii the last two seconds,
' pushed in 5 of 7 charity tosses for
71 per cent
fur the final 37-31 count.
Paducah broke on top in the first
North Marshall had trouble all
quarter on Eddy Hunt's fielder. the way in getting past
Carlisle
Sam Harper tied it up 2-1 at 4:34 County. Sam Clark broke the ice
And the two clubs battled to a 9-9 for the Jets 24) in a furious first
first quarter deadlock.
quarter that found North trailing
Hickman County ran the count by one, 14-15, As the period
ended.
tO 13-9 before Tilghman got back
A
scoring
sterling
the
in
the
staninto
second
performance by big
za. The Falcons led by four again 67 L. H. Tyler kept the Comets ;n
stride
with the Jets' blistering pace.
a. 9-15- but-Paducah trimmed the
gap to one point. 19-20. at halftime. Clark notched the opening basket
Both clubs turned :n a tenacious as the second quarter got underway
but North never grabbed a stable
lead. Tyler deadlocked the affair
33-33 with 2.37 arid Gibbs again a
minute later. 35-35. Clark picked
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breezes are all you'll feel a, you relax outdoors protected by Lifetime Colorweld Aluminum.

(
.001

All Other Ramblers Priced accord;ngly: SEEING IS BELIEVING! IF YOU WANT TO BUY
OR TRADE, NOW IS THE TIME!

• A,

COLORPORTS ARE...
• Guaranteed leakproof
• Inexpensive, roes up fact.
• Available in delightful colors to
• Strong enough to last and last.
suit your taste
For a beautiful "extra" to make your home more livable, call us about
a Colorreeld Mark II Colorport!

MURRAY MACHINE & TOOL CO.
INDUSTRIAL ROAD

PHONE

PLara

3 347:

HATCHER AUTO SALES'
Your Authorized Dealer For
RAMBLERS * MERCURYS * COMETS

ALAN LADD wishes Lrhest Rorgnine and Kaiy Jurad lock and
happiness on their nt-A life together in this scene from "The
Badlanders." MGM action-drama of adventure In the old Arizona Territors
pia • .satuaday on y d 111C Murray Dri‘e-In
Theatif

515 South 12th

Phone Plaza 3-4901 - 3-4982
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37
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worship oge er 0004:
,this week!

Gordon 7,
Rose 2.

.Id 6, Dod;tree 7.
27
25

39
35

55
440

4, King 6,

Tyler 18,

Church
Mid-Week Prayer Service 7:30 p.m
Hal Shipley
Pastor
(Located 3 miles North of Penny)
Chestnut Street Tabernacle
Services Every Sunday
Chestnut at Cherry St.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Rev. S. D. Vaughn, Pasaor
Morning Worship ... 11:00 a.m.
Buel Stalls, Sunday School Supt.
Evening Worship .
7:00 p.m. Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Bible Classes
7:00 p.m. Morning Worship
11:00 a,m,
Evangelistic Service
7:30 p.m.
Locust Grove Baptist Church
Mid-Week:
Harold Lassiter, Pastor
Wed. Bible Study
7:30 p.m.
Sunday School ...
am Thurs. P.L.A. Service
7:30 p.m.
Morning Wor3hip ....11:00 a.m. Fri. Young People
Serv. 7:30 p.m.
Training Union
6:45 p.m.
Evening Warship
7:45 pm.
New Hope Methodist Church
Training Union
6:00 p.m.
Marvin W Jones, pastor
Wed. Prayer Meeting ... 7:00 p.m. Worship
Sundays
4th Sunday
11 am
1st Sunday .....
7:30 pm.
St. Leo's Catholic Church
MYF
........
6:30 p.m.
North 12th Street
Sunday Mass 9;30 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
First Friday & Holy Days 6 p.m.
Locust Grove
Church of the Narenis
1 mile north of Kirksey
College Church of Christ
St. John's Erecopot
Robert Broyles, Pastor
106 N 15th Street
First Christian
West Main Street
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Paul Hodges, Minister
North 5th Street
Holy Communion (1st & 3rd Sun)
9:30 am. Preaching Service ............ 11 a.m.
9.
.30 a.m. Bible Claws
School
Bible
or Mkning Prayer .... tel5 am.
10:30 am Young People's Service .... 7 p.m.
1050 a.m. Worship
Morning Worship
WSCS
....... 7:30 pm.
7:00 p.m. Preaching Service
5:00 p.m. Evening Service
MO Rho
Mon. after 3rd Sun. 7:00 .. p.m_
Prayer Service Wed......... 7:30 p.m.
MONDAY:
p.m.
7:00
Worship
Evening
Official Board
12:30 p.m.
Christian Youth Fellowship 7:00p.m. College Devotional
Mon after 1st Sun. .... 7:00 p.m.
WEDNESDAY:
Temple Hill Methodist Church
100 p.isr
Bible Class
Rev, Joseph A. Walker, Pastor
Cherry Corner Baptist
runt IKON Ohm&
Services Every Sunday
pastor
Burpoe,
J.
R.
Almo Heights
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
p.m.
10:00
School
Baptist
Church
Scott's
Grove
Sunday
Robert S. Herring. Pastor
,INcirship Services
11:00 am.
Billy Turner, Pastor
10:00 Morning worship
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m. 1st di 3rd Sundays
6:30 p.m. Sunday School
1110 T-aining Union
Worship Service
9:30 a.m.
11:00 a.m. 2nd & 4th Sundays
7:00 pm. Morning Worship
5:30 Wed. Prayer meeting
Traihkg Union
7:30 p.m.
8:00 p.m. Thursday Eve. MYF
7:30 p.m. Training Union
7:30 Evening worship
Everffig Worship
7:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
Russell's Chapel Methodist Church
Spring Cie& Missionary Baptist SUNDAY:
Poplar Spring Baptist Churek
Rev. Joseph A. Walker, Pastor
Services Every Sunday
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Services
1st & 3rd Sundays .... 9:30 a.m.
2nd & 4th Sundays
11:00 am.
'
1114!ril
Prayer Meeting & MYF
Pros the novel "Auld
IdePhIpps and Hee
Blue Chita"
Wished bY
Tuesday Eve
7:00 p.m.
Features
Preatlee-Nall.
Frames V. Ito.
wsesU
Mated by

Jack Jones, pastor
10:00 am.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
11:00 am.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
7:00 pm.
Wed. Prayer Service
First Methodist
Lone Oak Prim:this
Maple & 5th Streets
Beetle Church
9:45 am
Lday School
Arlie Larimer - Pastor
10:50 am.
orning Worship
(Located on Route 6)
7:10 pm.
14 Worship
........
2:00 p.m.
First Sunday
Third Sunday ................10:30 a.m.
Memorial Baptist
.
West Main Street
College Presbyterian
9:40 am.
ay School
1601 W. Main
10:30 am.
rning Worship
Surulay School
..... 9:45 am.
ening Worship
7:30 pm.
11:00 a.=
Morning Worship
710 p.m
V.ollege Fellowsnip
First Baptist
South Fourth Street
Seventh and Poplar
Dunday School ..
9:30 am.
Church of Christ
Morning Worship
10:45 Sunday Bible Class ........ 9:45 a.m.
Training Union
6:30 p.m. Morning Worship ............10:40 a.m.
Evening Service
7:30 p.m. Evening Worship
7:30 p.m.
Wed Prayer Meeting .. 7:30 p.m. Wednesday Bible Class 7:30 p.m.

CHURCH
SERVICES
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CHAPTER 16
HIN A WEEK the new
iTivestment club met in
Mrs. Stephens home at 7:30 in
the evening, and quickly made
Jane's superiority official Miss
Green made the nomination and
by acclamation, before Mrs.
Stephens Could get her own
campaign off the ground, the
gtrts swept Jane into office as
wtheir first president.
Standing proud and erect In
front of the mantel, with sixteen chairs in a three-row semicircle before her, Jane smiled
her tremulous appreciation.
'The Golden Girls of the
West" was approved as the
name of the club, and other officers were nominated.
The Golden Girls elected miss
p Green vice-president, Mrs. Spalding recording secretary, and
Mrs. Hayden-Critchfleld treasurer. Then when everybody suddenly realized that Mrs. Hope,
one of the club's founders, had
not been rewarded with an of(ice, Miss Green saved the day
by proposing that the group
have a sergeant-at-arms. Mrs.
Hope won this by acclamation
Neatly and quickly the girls had
boosted Mrs. Hope on top of
es. the world, and her ifurprise was
so radiant they went ahead and
gave her a duty: the sergeantat-arms was empowered to collect a $1 fine from anybody
who failed to show at a meeting.
Knuckling down to serious
business under Jane's leadership, the group decided basic
questions in short order. Three
members would present three
stocks for discussion at each
meeting. All stocks were to be
bought through Mr. Petry Members would invest $25 each
month-or a total of $400-and
all decisions about what, when
and whether to buy were to be
settled by vote of the simple
majority.
Mrs. Stephens asked for the
floor, and with a darkly conspiratorial air of expecting the
I, worst, she rose in all her tiny
height to say that every investment club should have an attorney to protect its interest
and settle disputes. The club
thought this Idea was the greatest, and Miss Green graciously
consented to serve, without fee,
as legal advisor.
Jane glowed. Things were off
to a wonderful start She could
scarcely wait for next month's
0 meeting.
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THING after another
that summer made life seem
good, and for the first time
since Horace's death Jane began to feel like a whole-eouled
individual again. As president
of the Golden Girls, Jane felt
a strong sense of direction, of
;laving somewhere important to
go. And RR the proud owner of
two beautiful stocks, she knew
she was bound to get there
Actually, life offered a tidy
dollop of confidence to every.
body that RUITITner who owned
Lone Star Electronics. Th e
shares Jane had purchased at

c iffORA'17"

$16 had shot up to $45; and
her original investment of $3200
was now worth $9000, at least
on paper. Eleanor now had $900
where she had begun with $320
-and Al, with his ten shares
purchaaed at 12, was feeling
like o capitalist with his profits
It was all he could do
of
to keep from telling Rosemarie,
but he had sworn to wait until
her birthday, in December. "By
then,- tie toid Jane, "it may
well be $500. Rosie will really
swoon."

Jane gently folded the paper
back to its delivered state so
that she could have the pleasure of opening it again to the
stock market quotations.
Then she rushed down the
hall to tell her friends. "I've already male $200!"
" Roiemahle cried, "What am 1
waiting for? I want to have
fun too!"
Al said, -No! One of us is
enough."
Jane was so annoyed that Al
was acting like a banker .again
Then to cap the climax, one that she went for her slide -rule
day in late July, Ur. Ernst and her figures on Tenpins.
called, in high spirits. "Now you "Look," she tried to show him.
did tell me you were fully in- "Just look at the percentage invested," he said. "But It occurs creases."
to me you might care to look
"1 don't care," said Al. "This
into the boom for leisure-time place is getting to be a damned
stocks-particularly bowling."
racetrack."
"Woman's place," explained
Knowing nothing of recreation stocks, Jane said nothing Rosemarie, "is in the home
and Mr. Ernst went on to ex- Women have no brains."
"Right!" said Al.
plain. He had personally com"You're the only one who
pleted a five-day study of a
young company that had doubled can have any fun," Rosemarie
its size every thirteen months pouted.
"Damn right!" snapped Al.
since 1954. "In short," he
Rosemarie said no more, hut
summed up, "it is growing at
the rate of 90 per cent corn - she thought plenty, especially
pounded a year. You just may after she dreamed that she and
want to consider a token in- Al were buying a long, sleek
convertible. Accordingly, t w o
vestment. No more."
Even sophisticated Mr. Ernst, mornings later, on her way to
maddeningly calm as he seemed, Work, she slipped into Jane's
was thrilled with his investiga- apartment and peppered her
tion. As for Jane's reaction, it with questions.
"Is it too late to buy Tenfar overshot his idea of a token
pins? How much would ten
investment.
shares be? Will you get it for
"How much is it a share
met Will you promise not to
now?" she tried to keep her
tell Al until after it's doubled?"
voice even.
Jane said, "If you hurry, you
"Last sale was 25, a new can probably get it for around
high. Up from 24% yesterday." two hundred seventy-five dolCalculating boldly, Jane lars, plus commission."
ordered 100 shares, an amount
Her eyes getting bigger by
that would consume almost the second, Rosemarie did sonic
every sou of her remaining as- quick mental arithmetic. "1 can
sets. The thought was intimi- buy ten shares! I've always
dating, but not insurmountable wanted to own ten shares of
Not with Mr. Ernst on the other stock!"
end of the line. He already
J an e's confidence in Mr.
owned the rich knowledge she Ernst, not to mention the world
any
had sought so desperately.
of
bowling, overcame
"1 am not acquainted with qualms about her friend's imyour portfolio," he now remind- pulsiveness. She promised to
ed her. "Do you continue to order it for her.
hold your senior securities? In
"Imagine!" Rosemarie hugged
sufficient balance to permit a her. "Me in the stock market,"
Consequently, when Jane
$2500 investment in a relatively
unseasoned company?"
called Mr. Kilgore he greeted
"Oh. yes. Yea, indeed." Jane her warmly, took her order for
sounded gaily offhand about her Rosemarie Bonelli, and then
last 22500.
chided her gently.
"Fine!" said Mr. Ernst. "Then
"You know when you came
it's 100 shares at 25. I'll order to see me. you didn't mention
through your Mr. Kilgore." He that Mr. Ernst etas your counadded pleasantly. "Won't you sellor."
stop in soon? I'd love to see
"Oh, didn't I?" Jane burbled
you."
her apologies.
"When he ordered TenpIns
The sound of his warm,
friendly voice sent her sense of for you," Mr. Kilgore went on
well-being skyward. Yes, of in a burst of confidence, "I decourse, the call had been purely cided to pick up a little for my
professional. Yet he had said, mother."
Jane had not exactly foreseen
once again, that he'd love to
see her. But whether or not the day when she would help
there MIA a tinge of personal to season young brokers. But,
Interest mixed with the profes- generous-hearted, she gave Mr.
sional, the fact remained that Ernst half the_tredit.
a man of distinguished capabilities was generously concerning
"The muttering's of the
himself with her welfare.
Golden Girls burst as from
The third day after she bought bunch of lady firecrackers set
it, her newspaper showed Amal- off by one match . . ." the
gamated Tenpins closing at 27. story continues tomorrow,
•
- • - • -
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Lynn Grove and Goshen
Methedist churches
Second and Fourth Sundays
Goshen
Sunday School
11:00 am.
Worship Service
945 ails.
6:30 exii.
M. Y. F.
Lynn Grove
9:45 am.
Sunday School
11:00 am.
Worship Service
10:15 am.
Sunday School
Hazel Methodist Church
Pastor: Rev. Dental Knott
Sunday School ............ 10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worsnip .....
each 2nd and 4th Sundays
7:30 p.m.
Evening Service
-Green Plain Church of Christ
Bill Phillips, Minister
Sunday Bible CL.sa .... 10-00 am.
Morning Worship .......1045 a.m
7:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
Wednesday Bible Class 7:30 p.m.
730 pm.
Evening Worship
North Side Baptist Church
Bro, T. G. Shelton, pastor
Sunday Bible School .. 10:00 am.
11:00 am.
Preaching
6:30 p.m.
Evening service
Midweek prayer meeting 7:00 pin.
Martins Chapel Methodist Church
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Preach ing
11:00 am.
1st and 3rd Sundays
7:00 p.m.
2nd and 43s Sundays
Moir Practice (Wed.) .. 7:00 pm.
Methodist Men
Mon. after 3rd Sun. .... 7:00 pm.
Ledbetter Church
J. 0. Coltharp, Pastor

Sunday School
Worship Service
Evening Service
Prayer Meeting Wed

10:00
11:00
7:00
7:00

a.m. Training Union
6:30
a.m. Evening Worship
7:30
p.m. Prayer Meeting Sat. Night . 7:00
p.m.
Seventh-day Adventist
Elm Grove Baptist
Sycamore and S. 15th Streets
M. I. Rottertson, pastor
Kenneth A. Matthews, pastor
Morning Worship ____. 11:00 a.m. Sabbath School
1:00 p.m. Sat.
Worship
2*00 p.m. Sat
nights at 7:00 p.m.

STOVE PLANT -- -

(Continued from Page 1)
the second new assembly line is
installed, and results in continued
employment for everyone.
The target date of April 1, 1961
was set fifteen months ago as the
day when the expansion program
would be completed. It appears
that this target date will be met,
and is indicative of the careful
planning, hard work, and cooperation between all departments of
the plant, and good management
which has gone into the entire
operation.
The final part of the expansion
program is the installation of the
second assembly line which is now
underway
_
A person cannot help but have a
feeling 'of pride as he tours this
plant when he sees hundreds of
people-from Calloway'and the surrounding area having a part in
manufacturing a nationally known
product such as the Tappan gas
range.
Pride wells up too when a person is cognizant of the fact that
this modern plant did not just
happen. It was constructed by people brick by brick and installed
piece by piece until the whole was
developed into a miracle of modem industry.
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North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian Church

MRS. ALLBRITTFN
(Continued from Page 11

Rev. W. Ed Glover Pastor
Rev. P. H. Jones
Sunday School
10700 a. M.
Sunday School
910
Worship Service
11:00 a.
Morning service
11:00
Evening Service ............7:00 p.
Choir practice each Saturday afternoon at 5:00 pan.
Rev, J. Max Sykes - Pastor
First and Third Sundays
Gostien
Sunday School
9:46 am. Pleasant Bill Free Baptist Church
Worship Service
Aling, Kentucky
11:00 am.
Lyn.n Grove
,
, 11": Cousen, pastor
Sunday School
1000
11:00 sm. Sunday School
Worship Service
11.00
9:45 am. Morning service
M. Y. F.
6:30 pan.

Colored Church
Calendar

Church of the Living God
Rev. B. Brarnlry, pastor
Sunday 'School&
10:00
-Morning ser,vice
11:00
7:00
Evening service
Prayer meeting Wed. and Fri
Second Street Church If Christ
Bro. John Parker, 114hister

C. Lowry, treasurer. Mrs. J. I.
Hostck, chairman of the nominating committee, read the slate of
St. John Baptist Church
officers.
Rev. C. E. Ward, Pastor
Mrs. Allbritten presided at the Sunday School
9:30
9:45 A. M.
Bibie Classes
meeting. Yearly reports were giv- Morning service
11:00
Worship
.. 11:00 A. M.
en by department chairman Mrs. Evening service
7:15
Wednesday:
Hosick, Alpha; Mrs. John Taylor, tacit Monday Night
Mid-Week Bible Study 7:00 P. M.
Creative Arts; Mrs. Matt Spark- unior Chorus Practice
7:00
man, Delta; Mrs. John Hudson, usher deeting Tuesday night 7:15
Garden; Mrs. Kirby Jennings, Prayer meeting Wed.
7:00
You are always welcome
Home; Miss Lillian Tate, Music; Sr. Chorus practice Wed. .. 8:00
Mrs. Robert Hopkins, Sigma; and Choir p-achce. Thurs
i:30
Stan
Mrs-.- Cecil Farris, Zeta. Other 'reports' were read by Mrs. Albert
Mt. Horeb Free Will Baptist
Tracy, treast.rer; Mrs. George Ed
Rev. W. 0. Oster, pastor
Qverbey, House and Grounds; Mrs.
9:45
George Hart, Civic; and Mrs. C. C. Sunday School
11:00
Morning Service
Lowry, finance.
7:30
Mrs. A. F. Doran, chairman of Evening service
the legislative committee, discuss- Second and Fourth Sun. Night
for
7:30
ed changes in the constitution for
7:30
Choir Practice Friday Night
vote at the May general meeting.
Worship or Consultation
It was announced that Mrs.
Wayman Chapel A.M.E. Church
Lowry is on the slate of state officers as recording secretary. The
slate will be voted on at the May
meeting in Louisville.
Miss Tate announced that the
Music department fashion show,
would be given on Tuesday, March
Our night depository exThe coyote can run much fast- 21. at eight . o'clock at the club
tmuls "banking hours" aer than an ordinary dog and is house. Tickets. $I per person, are
more than a match for a dog of on sale. Door prizes will be given. I
round the clock for }lour
Mrs. James Hamilton of the
its own si7e and weight.
Garden department modeled an
convenience and safety!
I ensemble 'that she made for showing at the District Fashion Conte"
_Don't risk loss or theft by holdheld recently in Paducah.
ing large sums of money overThe meeting was opened with
night. Use our night depository
the club woman's creed read by
Mrs. Clark Mrs. Hudson led in '
for the full protection of all
, the pledge to the flag. Mrs. Bill
funds at all times.
Thurman. recording secretary,
e minutes of the past meeting. Special music was presented
by Mrs. Bobby McDougal, vocalist,
•EllIBER F.D.1.0.
and Mrs Jack Winter, accompanist.

EPISCOPAL
GIURCH

YOU CAN MAKE DEPOSITS AT ANY HOUR

F MURRAY

VISITS AILING LIZ - Only
persofi besides husband Eddie
Fisher allowed to visit critically
ill artress Elizabeth Taylor durher life-and-death struggle with
double pneumonia at London
Clinic Mrs. Francis Taylor, her
mother, enters the hospital amid
reports the actress is gaining in
her fight back to health.

'
s Classifieds
Read The Ledger

Starks ,Specials
LONG HANDLE POINTED
20-GAL. GARBAGE CAN
•LADIES LONG HANDLE SHOVEL
WIRE TRASH BURNER

-4•

$ 2.95
2.95
1.95
2.25

DOW CRAB GRASS KILLER
guaranteed to control crab grass for a
full season or your money back.
$1.95 • $2.95 - $3.95
95$
YARD BROOMS
3.25
RURAL MAIL BOXES
5.95
GOOD IRONING BOARDS
29.95
BLACK & DECKER Is" ELECTRIC DRILL
16.95
BLACK & DECKER Ii" ELECTRIC DRILL
MICHIGAN PEAT

MOSS, 50-lb. bag

6' STEP LADDER
GOOD WHEEL BARROW
• PEG BOARD & HOOKS
• STANLEY DRAPERY
RODS
• HARDWOOD TAPER LEGS
LAWN & GARDEN

_

$1.915
6.50
9.90

• CITY MAIL BOXES
• BISSELL RUG
SHAMPOO
• PET FEEDERS

FERTILIZER, 50-lb. bag $1.95

STARKS HARDWARE

ig2LD=
,WATCHERS
Are men becoming smaller than the clocks they
watch? As we rush from plane to plane, city to
city, appointment to appointment, are we shrinking rather than growing?
For centuries men have gone forth from their
homes to work, either by foot, ship, horseback or
in a jet that can cross a continent between lunch
and dinner. Whether in the end it was "worth it"
has always depended on whether a man .found
time as the years went by for those things even
more important than success-his family, his home,
and his church.
If the demands of your job-the pace of your
life-have chained you to a clock that is getting
bigger than you are, pause to remember: in any
human life there are only so many hours, none of
which may be reclaimed once they've ticked by.
Pause to realize, too, that it takes only a minute
to pray, only an hour to go to church on Sunday
-yet the benefits reaped from even such brief
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ALL FOR 1/1E cHuncH
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earth for Ow beaches of eivaemier &ad
good cloartashcp I. • a marelmuor
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werove. 1 hem me four mood ream,.
why every perm. Amid •neecd aervort.
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regularly
•re (I) Fee LI* (my bah. (2) For ,t14
eh.kInsre ..he. (t) Fee the eel. of I,.
aki.4 olarie.. (4) Fey the sake
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moral mod marry.] mgaport. Placa ao go
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dedication to God can be eternal.
('op, right 1951, KeIster Ady. Seri, ice, Stre.burg, Vs

12th & Poplar
WE OPEN EARLY
7:00 a.m.

WE CLOSE LATE
5:30 p.m.

C.

f•

s
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Miss Lela Lamb Honored With Personal
Shower Held At Home Of Mrs. Harvey
A personal shower was recently
given for Miss Lela Lamb. honor,
see at the residence of Mrs. Bernard C. Harvey on South 8th.
Street, Murray, Kentucky.

Marlene Talent, Nell Denton, Camille Little, Beatrice Willoughby,
Neva Mayfield, Shirley Elkins,
Mary B. Elkins, Mrs. E. Murray
Kee, Ruth Brandon, Mary Lou
Summer.

Hostesses for this gala affair
Jessie F. Young, Audrey Henwere Mrs. Mason Ross, Mrs. Joe
Pat James, arid Mrs. Bernard C. don, Ethel Lassiter, Lottie Brandon, Sarah B. Ross, Barbara Moody,
Harvey.
Francen, McKenzie, Lucille Ross.
Miss Lamb, age 14, is the new Lola James. Ferol Laster, and
member of the ,van and Inez Elaine Harrey.
Johnson family of' 13th. Street ExSending Gifts: Opal Phillips,
tencied, Murray, Kentucky.
Lottie Lamb, Ira Dean Buoy, Kay
A hOliday spirit prevailed a- Bell. Mary Fridy, Wale Howe,
mong the thirty-nine guests. who Barbara Brims, Sadie Shoemaker,
piayeci games, and the.. .arinr.ers Bess Thornas.
of the g
* ames surprised the honoMary Davenport, Ruth Chamb...see bas_giving their prizes to her
as further gifts on this occasion. ers. Mary West, Shirley Ealey,
Phyl Ealey, Audrey Sills, Molly
A long list of forty-four family Jones, Lucy Hackett, Lois McReyfrientis of the Jahnsons and the nolds, Mrs. Billie Housden, Mrs.
honoree sent gifts' and regrets at, Eddie Ealey.
being unable tb attend the party.
Flossje Fitts, Levicie Tinsley,
Mias Lamb is currently a stuthe Murray city School Mercedes Adams, Mr. Hugh Hunt,
dent •
Burlene Wiseman, Geneva JackSystem.
Ivan Johnson is employed by son. Mildred Williams, Eunice Garthe E. Blankenship Company of rison, Dixie Wells, Ailene Oliver,
Murray and Kentucky, Mrs. John- Etoile Churchill, Anna Todd.
son is the night nursing supervisor
Barbara Skinner, Kay Miller.
at the Murray Hcepital.
Present: Doris Warren. Jewell Martha Miller, Mr. & Mrs. Marvin
Wells. Gladys Wells. Sandra Hig- Page. Mr. Walter Key, Kirlcsey
gins, Mary Sykes, Vera Ealey, Jer- Homemakers Club. Blye Harrison.
ry Gaunce. Inez Johnson. Beatrice Mr. C. E. Ealey. Havana Rutledge,
Mildred Jones, Miss Ruth Cole.
Hognies. Lela Lamb. .
Lucy Stranak. 'Laura Adams, Mrs. Rema Cole, and Shirley Drain.
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Social Calendar

Friday, March 111111
M. 0. Page, John Riley, and A. B.
The North Murray Homemakers Simpson will be hostesses.
••••
Club will ,imeet in the horee of
Tuesday, March 14th
Mrs. Greene Wilson at 1:30 p.m.
Murray Star chapter No. 433
Saturday. March llth
Order of the Eastern Star will hold
The Captain Wendell Oury chap- its regular meeting at the Masonic
ter of the Daughters of the Ameri- Hall at 7:30 p.m.
••••
can Revolution will meet at the
home of Mrs. Roy Devine, Payne
Circles of the Woman's MissionStreet, at 2:30 p.m.
ary Society of the First Baptist
• •••
Church will meet as follows: I
The Elm Grove Baptist Church with Mrs. Jack Kennedy and II
WMS will observe the week of with Mrs. R. W. Churchill at 10:00
prayer at the family night service a.m.; III with Mrs. Fred Gingles
at the church at 7:00 pm.
and IV with Mrs. Edgar Pride at
2:30 p.m.
• Monday. March 13th
The South Pleasant Grove HoThe Bessie Tucker Circle of the
memakers Club will meet in the W.S.C.S. of the First Methodist
home of Mrs. A. M. Harvill on the Church will meet in the home of
Hazel Highway at 10:00 o'clock in Mrs. Olin Moore, North 16th Street
the morning. A new potluck lunch- at 9:30 a.m.
eon will be served.
••••
The Lydian Sunday School Class
The missionary circle of the of the First Baptist Church will
Baptist Mission will meet at the have a dinner meeting at the
mission at 7:00 p.m.
Triangle Inn at 7:00 p.m. Mrs.
• •••
Owen Billington with Group Five
The Mattie Bell Hays Circle of will be in charge.
•• ••
the WSCS of the First Methodist
Saturday, March 18
Church will meet in the social
•
hall of the church at 7:30 p.m.
A rummage sale will be held at
•...
the American Legion Hall from
The Bethany Sunday School 8 a m. to 12 noon by the Wesleyan
Class of the First Baptist Church Circle of the WSCS of the First
will meet with Mrs. Vester Orr at Methodist Church.
a--.-.
1700 oginain IA charge of arrangements -is Group V composed of
Mesdames H ugh Wilson, Wells
Purciom, F. B. •McDanieln -intit
Wyatt, and Ethel Ward.

Miss Sandra Arnett
Chosen Sweetheart
Of DeMolay Chapter
Miss Sandra Arnett, granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Don
H urn ph Tie s, 1634 West Olive
Street, Murray, was honored recently by being chosen as one of
the two sweethearts to the queen
of the Andrew Jackson chapter,
Order of DeMolay, at the Coronation Ball held at the National
Guard Armory in Jackson, Tenn.
The daughter of Rev, and Mrs.
iOpal Humphries) 0. T. Arnett of
Jackson, Tenn., formerly of Lynn
Grove, Miss Arnett is a junior at
Jackson High School. She chose to
wear a gown of tulle and, satin
fashioned with a scooped neckline
and a long torso skirt. Handmade
roses of satin and tulle accented
the lovely gown. Her white gloves
were elbow len4h. She was escorted by Johnny Mbllins.

Rainbow For Girls
Plans Sock Hop
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
of the Rainbow for Girls held its
regular meeting at the Masonic
Hall on Tuesday evening at seven
o'clock.
Miss Patsy Lax, worthy advisor,
presided. Plans were made for a
sock hop to be held in April and
also for a visit by the Grand
Worthy Advisor on April 18.
Those present were Misses Lax,
Beverly Rodgers, Mary Beth Cherry, Pain Garland, Pat Dill, Sharon
Churchill, Nancy Fair, Ginny Lou
Shelton, and Diane Vaughn, Mrs.
Frances Churchill, M r s. Thelma
McDougal, and George Williams.
An initiation will be held at the
next meeting on Tuesday, March
21, at 7:00 p.m.

Cub Scout Pack 45
Holds Blue & Gold
Banquet Recently

Mrs. Lloyd Horn Is
Hostess For Annie
Armstrong Circle
Mrs. Lloyd Horn opened her
home at 1713 Calloway Avenue for
the meeting of the Annie Armstrong Circle of the Woman's Missionary Society of the First Baptist Church held on Tuesday evening at 7:30.
In preparation for the Annie
Armstrong offering for home missions the group studied the book,
"The Dreamer Cometh", with Mrs.
Edgar Shirley as the leader.
Others taking part were Mrs.
Horn, Mrs. Robert N. Scott, Mrs.
Charles Hale, Mrs. Paul Lyons,
Mrs. Irvin Gilson, Mrs. Earl Tucker, and Mrs. James Hamilton.
Picture slides showing the early
beginnings of home missions were
shown.
Refreshments were served by
the hostess.
••• •

4rts & Crafts Club
Meets At Home Of
Mrs. Phillips

Mrs. A. G.'Faso*
Presents Program
At Circle Meeting
The Grace Wyatt Circle of the
Woman's Association of the College Presbyterian Church held ita
regular meeting at the church on
Tuesday morning at 9:30.
Mrs. A. G. Wilson presented
the program on "The Ecumenical
Mission Work in Thailand." Mrs.
Jack Belote conducted the Bible
study from the book of St. John.
The chairman, Mrs. Wilson, con.
ducted the business session. Plans
were made to sponsor a couples'
party on Friday evening, March 17.
Mrs. Edward Brunner and Mrs.
Bill Warren will be in charge of
the arrangements.
Mrs. Alfred Lindsey ancillpies.
Raphael Jones served refresfunent31
to those present.
• • ••
Until 1872, Arkansas governor'
were inaugurated the day they
were elected.

Cub Scout Pack 45 held its blue
and gold banquet, Monday evening, February 27 at the Woman's
Mrs. Cullom Phillips opened her
Club House.
home on South 16th Street for
The tables were beautifully dethe meeting of the Arts and Crafts
corated with blue and gold place
Club held on Wednesday aftermats, favors, place cards and cennoon at 2:30.
ter pieces made by the Cubs. A
The ladies enjoyed a delightful
delicious ham dinner was enjoyed
social hour. Mrs. Elmus Beale,
by approximately 95 fathers, sons president, presided at the business
Miss Jean Wheat was the 1961 and guests.
session.
Roger Carbaugh, scout execuQueen and Miss Peggy Wyatt was
Delicious refreshments w ere
tive,
was
the
speaker
for
the
octhe other sweetheart.
served by Mrs. Phillips to the Moil" Yuri lam" air• orpowiloo•
•• • •
casion. Buddy Buckingham and
twenty-one mernoers and two visiCub Master Charles Henry gave
tors, Mrs. Mary Naylor and Mrs.
the invocattion. A film was shown
Nell Diuguid Andrus.
of the 1860 scout jamboree.
Avid Fain Throb Descsx.
The April meeting will be held
Awards were presented to some
in the home of Mrs. Lois Miller.
Scientific Peat Control
of the scouts who earned them
•• • •
last month.
ATI work and service perPAYS TO ADVERTISE
• • ••
formed by TERMINIX
The Wesleyan Circle of the WoMINNEAPOLIS en — The sign
man's Society of Christian SerCO.
•••
on a Minneapolis apartment buildvice of the First Methodist Church
ing recently attracted more than 1643 It'way, Paducah, Ky.
met in the home of Mrs. M. G.
attention.
its share
For information ouly: call
Carman on South 11th Street on
It read: "Fore Rent — 3 or 4
Wednesday evening at 7:30 with
MURRAY LUMBER 00.
girls. Spacious, amply furnished
.Mrs. Milton Jones asniohootess.
The home, of • Mnit. Thomas G. and equipped. Cenventent-Inquire
3-3161
Ph.
Parker on Sunny Lane was the within."
Mrs. C. W. Jones led a panel scene
of the meeting of Circle HI
Rev. Clayton D. Weeks, mission- discussion about the need for mis- of the Woman's Society of ChristThe Sigma Department of the
Congo, was the guest sion homes for elderly church ian Service of the First Methodist
Murray Woman's Club will meet at ary to the
meedng held by the workers. Others taking part were Church held on Wednesday eventhe club house at 7:30 p.m. Mes- speaker at the
h e First Christian Mrs. Z. C. Enix, Mrs. Harold ing at 710 with Mrs. Jimmy Dordames Gus Robertson Jr., Glindel women of t
Telephone PI. 3-1021
afternoon at Douglass, and Mrs. Robert Wy- an as cohostess.
SOS W. Illaln SL.
Reaves,: Bethel Richardson, James Church on Tuesday
man.
•
LOAN 00."
-OWNED
Mrs. Lawrence Rickert presentHOME
Rogers. and Allen Rose will be the 2:30.
"YOUR
The devotion was given by Mrs. ed the program which concerned
speaker's t a 1 it concerned
The
hostesses.
mostly his work with the women George Fielder.
• •••
the Work and welfare of the rePlans were made for a rummage tired workers of the church. The
:n
the Congo where he works in
The Woman's Association of the
primitive part of the sale to be held at the American devotion was given by Mrs. Bud
College Presbyterian Church will the most
Mrs. Weeks plan Levion Hall on Saturday, March Tolley.
meet at the home of Mrs. Alfred section. Rev. and
to return to the African country at 18, from 8 a.m. to 12 noon. Any
Refreshments were served by
Lindsey at 8.00 p.m.
the end of their year's leave. He person who has any item for the the hostesses to the sixteen mem••••
locat- sale is asked to call Mrs. Cecil bers, one new member, Mrs. Chuck
he
is
where
part
the
in
said
The Euzelian Sunday Sc hool
spared most of the Farris.
Miller, and one guest, Mrs. Dan
Class of the First Baptist Church ed has been
Mrs. Carman and Mrs. Jones McNutt.
will meet at the home of Mrs. Bob rioting.
served
and
refreshments
•• • •
question
to
the
memFollowing his talk a
McCutston at 7:30 p.m. Group V
held. Mrs. R. L. bers and three visitors—Mrs. Walperiod
was
answer
HEAVY
FOOTED
McCuiston,
capcomposed of Mrs.
HEAT PUMPS AND AIR-CONDITIONERS
ter Mischke, Mrs. J. B. Wilson,
the speaker.
tain, Mesdames K. T. Crawford, Wade introduced
Refreshments were served from and Mrs. J. E. James.
BALLANTRAE, England WI —
Gus Robertson, 0. T. Paseisall,
the beautifully appointed tea table
Nine drivers who competed In the
More than $1.5 million per day Monte Carlo Auto Rally appeared
overlaid with a lace cloth and
PLaza 3.4691 L
centered with an arrangement of is spent on roads within the Los in court on charges of speeding
South 16th St.
Angeles city limits.
spring flowers.
through a radar speed trap.
ntrin Gregg Mailer, Miss. Lula
Holland. Mrs. Elmer Collins. and
Mrs. Frank Roberts were the hosThe Woman's Society of Chris- tesses.
tian Service of the First Methodist
Preceding the meeting Group I.
Church met in the social hall of Mrs Wade, chairrean. and Group
the church on Tuesday morning at II. Mrs. R H. Robbins, chairman,
ten o'clock with the president, held short business meetings.
••••
Mrs J B. Wilson, presiding.
04.1614S.
Presenting the program w ere
members of the Alice Waters Circle. "The Meaning of Lent" and
Memphis, Tennessee
Nome Office
-Giving Thanks for Retired Workproof
the
themes
the
er?' were
The officers of the Supereme
gram given by Mrs. Thelma CasWoodmen Circle met at the
Forest
liECEMI;E:It 31. 1960
Chrissity, Mrs. Galdia Curd. Mrs.
Louise Baker on Fritine Rhodes, and Mrs. Carl Hiss- home of Mrs.
RESERVES, LIABILITIES AND
day evening. March 3. at 7:30 p.m.
ASSETS
„
sung.
STOCKHOLDERS' EQUITY
Plans were made to hold 1961
Mrs. Robert Bear sang a lovely
137,401-.42
$
Cash in BatikS and on hand
9 at The
Policy ReserIan
$ 26722..943169.0000
solo accompanied by Mrs. John inspection on March
Bonds:
Woman's Clubhouse following the
Coupon and Policyholder Dividends
Winter.
Delegates
United States Government $578,882 14
Expenses Accrued and Miscellaneous
During the business session Mrs. dinner meeting at 6:30.
will be
Liabilitk's
17,922 24
Wilson commended the group for to the State Convention
Municipal 517,019.14
State,
County
and
'
•
time.
helping with the open house of elected at that
State and Other Taxes Accrued
9.81342
01
298,808
Convention
Public
Utility
The Kentucky State
the new church on last Sunday.
Commissions Due to Agents
'9.67660
Woodmen
23.297.13
Railroad
Plans were made for the Paris of the Supreme Forest
Mandatory Securities Valuation Reserve
7.83899
Owensboro,
district annual meeting to be held Circle will be held in
89,810.83
Miscellaneous
Industrial
St
Premiums Received in Advance
4.274.00
weekend
in
first
Kentucky,
the
March
Friday.
at the local church
1
delegates
elected
the
Besides
June.
10, at 9:30 a.m. Lunch will be
TOTAL
RESERVES
& LIABILITIES
Murray
convention,
384,880.25
the
attending
1,507,797.05
served for 75 cents per plate and
Stockholders' Fatuity:
will have two state officers parthe nursery will be open.
61.840.00
Common Stocks
Common Stock. $1.00 Par
ticipating.
• • • • ._
634,796.15
First Mortgage Loans on Real Estate
Mrs. Louise Baker will be servValue a Share
ing as State Vice President. She
Authorized 2.500,000
Real Estate (At cost less depreciation)
vice
local
serving
as
is presently
Shares: Issued and Out144.292.35
Property
Home
Office
former
presidene Mrs. Baker is a
standing, 1,142.785
88,970.87
Premiums Outstanding
president of Grove 126 of Murray.
Shares
$1,142,785.00
The Woman's Missionary SoMiss Loretta Culver will be
18,166.74
Interest and Rents Due and Accrued
Surplus
1.073,652 33
ciety of the Spring Creek Baptist serving in the office of treasurer.
8,047.00
Experience Refunds Due from Reinsurers
Church held meetings on Monday Miss Culver has served as asTOTAL STOCKHOLDERS' EQUITY
and Tuesday afternoons in ob- sistant attendant and captain for
$2,216,437.33
servance of the week of prayer for the state. They were elected at
$2,601,317.58
TOTAL RESERVES, LIABILITIES .
TOTAL ASSETS
home missions.
the state convention in 1959 in
AND STOCKHOLDERS' EQUITY $2,601.317 58
Mrs. Chester Chambers' home Louisville. Kentucky.
,was the scene of the meeting held
Mrs. Baker served the officers
SUMMARY OF PROGRESS
on Monday and Mrs. Clint Greer a delicious refreshment plate.
'7', 1960
her
at
Tuesday
Club
hostess
on
Service
Houston
was
The Jessie
1960
1959
Increase
Mrs.
will meet on March 30 at
home.
•
525.016,646.00
813,802,702 00
81'1,
Total Life Insurance in Force
"My prayer to God—that they Louise Baker's hume with Mrs.
409.670.07
7.11,432.75
74%
Income
Premium
Romans
might be saved" from
Goldia MeKeel Curd, former state
62,804.48
75,065.81
20';s
Investment Income
10:1 was the theme of the pro- president and state manager, act2,349.298 40
2,601,317 58
11%
Admitted Assets
grams presented with Mrs. Tho- ing as assistant hasten
• • • •
7,051.37
4,500.00
57%
Death Benefits Paid
mas Lee in charge. Others partiTerritory: Tennessee, Kentucky
cipated in the programs
01 special interest on Monday
OFFICERS
was the article on the mission
JOHN L. HANSBERGER, Treasurer
RICHARD F KEATHLEY, President
work of the Air Force men in
Mrs. Mary Brown was hostess
JAMES G. BRASWELL, Vice. President'
WILLIAM I. TURNHAM, Underwriter
Japan when Little. Miss. Cindy for the meeting of the Jessie Ludin Chinge of Agencies
Lassiter was a visitor of Carolyn wick Circle of the Woman's AsGERALD J. DRURY, Accountant
I. STANLEY BOOTH, Secretary and .Director
Dawn Bailey. Miss Lassiter and sociation of the College.PresbyDR. CHARLES L. CLARKE', Medical Iiirectur
of Sales and Training
her parents. Mr_ and Mrs. Jack terian Church held at her apartLassiter. recently returned from ment at Wells Hall on Tuesday
OF DIRECTORS
IllpARD
Japan where he served with the afternoon at 2:30. •
RIC/TM:16 F KEATRLEY, Chairman
Air Force.
Presenting the program on the
KENNETH M. WILSON—Centerville
Those attending the meetings East Asia Conference held in Hong
JAMES G. BRASWELL—Memphis
JAMES C. WILSON--Bristvl
were Mesdames Dwight Watson, Kong was Mrs. Charies Crawford.
I. STANLEY BOOTH—Memphis
Brownie Armstrong, Hal Shipley,
X. GUY FRIZZELL--Knoxville
The Bible study from the book
JOHN L. HANSBERGER—Memphis
Max Batley, Bobby Watson, Ras- of St. John was conducted by
DALE GI,OVER—Obion
OR. CHARLES L. CLARKE—Memphis
Fagin, Debby Mitchell, Thu- Mrs. Henry McKenzie.
GEORGE H. CATE--Nashville
HER13EHT HIGHSMITH—Memphis
, as Lee, Chester Chambels, ;,nri
Refreshment
were :•- erved by
Lint Greer.
the h's tees.

Rev. Claylon Weeks
-Spea-ker----44 -Meet,
Of Church Women

AVI-4
4
r
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ra// ktithilliAl
GUARANTEE

Wesleyan Circle
Meets In Home Of
IJrs. M. G. Carman

Circle III Meets
A _farker Home
Wednesday Evening

of

pt,

—

MURRAY LOAN CO.

FEDDERS

t...•its AND LUANA PATTEN star in "The Little
JIMMIE
Shepard of ,...nedum C.ene". in color, the famous book of the
Civil War Comes to life on the Big Screen at the Varsity Theatre
Iciay and Saturday. Co-feature :s "Toss of the Storm Country",

COMPLETE BODY -SHOP
For All Makes of Oars
• BODY WORK • PAINTING • REPAIRS

AUTOS, INC
DUBLIN
606 Maple SL
Plaza 3-2661

76
.
1,Adifrit

TODAY
and SATURDAY

Story of North vs. South and a
Kentucky Mountain Kid!

ALFRED DUNCAN ELECTRIC

Woman's Society Of
Christian Service
Has Gen_eral Meet

Mrs. Louise Baker
Opens Home For
Woodmen Meeting

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
BALANCE SHEET

..

Mrs. Chambers And
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ADDING MACHINES

Ledger & Times

PL 3-1916

AUCTIONEER
111Prt

PL 3-4961

Parrish

CAR & HOME SUPPLY

r

PL 3-5617
Bilbrey's
Goodyear & G.E.
PL 3-3864

DEPARTMENT STORES
rirman'b
PL 3-1247
DRUG STORES

. Mart

PL 3-2403

PL 3-4953

NEB OD.
HARDWARE STORES

Tex.

121

THEATRES

--

PL 3-1227

INSURANCE

CallPôram
PI: 323894 for—TeMighes

TYPEWRITER RENTAL
AND SERVICE
Ledger & Times

PL 3-1918

•
Frazee, Meiugin & Holton
PL 3-3413
Cren. Insurance .

TV SALES & SERVICE

JEWELRY

13ell's TV & Ref. Ser. PL 3-3513

Furches Jewelry .... PL 3-2835
Murray Home & Auto PL 3-2571
Murray Jewelry .... PL
Next to Varsity

VARIETY STORES
LADIES READY

:RS

Littletons

LIC
691

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE or TRADE I
I Swedes Prepare To
--------

WANTED, SOMEONE TO Install
septic tank and drain field and
pour cement slab for cottage.
Please contact, James, Marah, 2317
Dover, Jackson, Michigan.
mllp

&

34 FT. CHRIS CRAFT CRUISER
Twiln motors. Twin cabins. Boa
House. Located at Kenlake. Sel
outright or trade for cottage. Contact R H. White or Maxwell McDade, Fulton, Ky.
ml5c

Colosseum
Badly Needs A
New Plaster Job

To Remit

'
TO WEAR Dol'ar Store
PL 3-3597
Opposite Varsity Theatre
PL 3-4623

Mass Produce
Paper Blankets

ISOUET DANCER tOSES FOOT—Following amputation of her
r.ght foot to prevent the spread of a tumor, ballet dancer
Nelly Galvan smiles as she shows off a picture of her 8moath-old daughter Daniele in a Faris hospital. She was
ti:e star of Fernando Rego's Argentine troupe. She plans
(Radiophoto)
to Income a beautician.

STOCKHOLM MID — A Swedish
plant is preparing mass production
of paper blankets to lessen the
danger of infections in hospitals,
hotels and other places where bed
crothes are used repeatedly.

NEED LAND FOR POPCORN,
field corn or soil bank. Alter 6:00
The factory, the Nyboholms
phone 247-4142 or day 247-4175. Bruk Ltd. outside Gothenburg, also
Call collect.
mile produces paper sheets and pillow
cases.

e

CROSSWORD PUZZLE """"' to
ACROSS

WANTED
WANTED TO DO TYPING IN MY
home, reasonable. Mrs. Wm. H.
Oakley Sr., 411 So. 11th., Murray,
Ky., Phone PL 3-5530.
ml3c

ROME Tee — Italy's biggest villas and of ancient castles are
ruin, the Colosseum, is in danger falling into decay. The buildings
NICE TWO BEDROOM, BRICK of
falling into ruins — there just themselves are tumbling down.
veneer home. About one block isn't
enough money to look after
What money is available is befrom college. Paved stret, near it.
ing used for the restoration of
Priced
to
sell.
large
lot.
grocery,
That goes for all the other great rare works of art.
GOOD BUSINESS LOT ON Mayexamples of architecture,
But the tragedy for Italy is
field Highway near Five Points. palaces,
churches and abbeys, that once these canvases and statu151 feet highway frontage. Ideal
which form the backbone of Italy's es are restored and cleaned many
for any type business. A bargain. rich
cultural heritage.
of them are sold abroad to people
MODERN 5 ROOM HOME About
In 1957 the government alloca- who can afford to maintain them
one mile out on'Hwy. 121 on three
ted 18 billion lire — nearly $3 mil- in a proper manner.
acre lot and fenced. Only $1,800
lion — to preserving these ancient
down and assume loan at $52.00
splendors. But it was not nearly
per month.
MEANT FOR EACH OTHER
enough.
GALLOWAY Insurance and Real
La,st, _year _emergency repairs
BRIGHTON, England (en
&state Agenry.-Pliooe PL 3-5045.
A
were carried out on the Coloaseml3c
70-year-old retired waiter has aurn when part of the outer wall
gain married the woman he first
collapsed. But any future preserwed in 1915.
vation work will require a special
Anton Aichinger left his wife
law for the money •- to be made
Martha, no 72, in 1936 when his
BILL HOUSDEN GAS AND Elec- available.
work took him to hotels throughtric -service and installation on all
The families which have inheritOunces. 10 years experience. ed Italy's treasures cannot afford out England.- A divorce followed.
marchllp them any more. The Torlenias, But Martha traced Anton through
Phone PLara 3-2365.
the Salvation Army.
the Chigis, " the Doria Pamphilis
COMMERCIAL AND RESIDEN- no -longer have the capital requirAmerican seed wheat is being
tial bunt-up roofing. Free esti- ed to put vast serms into preserving
rates. References. Call collect. architectural splendors or works introduced in AigharliAan by the
•
Roofing a n d Sheetmetal, of art — capital that would not U.S. International Coogeration AdKlapp
ministration after test plantings in
Mayfield Kontucky, CH apel 7- airing them income.
which the American wheat outrr arch29c
3816.
The solution is for the governyielded the best Afghan variety
ALFRED DUNCAN ELECTRIC ment to acquire the villas, the by .32 per cent
palaces,
the
historic
parks.
But
Phone
Story.
16th
at
Service, South
this would require money that the
PLaza 3-4691 for all types of elecinlic government cannot spend.
Ti415
tric work and service.
The Spinola Palace in Genoa,
--IS MY 515TER,
JIMMY COOPER, AUCTIONEER, the rich de Cicero collection of
LUCY ..
enniture sales a specialty. For free ceramics in Naples, the Villa Saltc vioa in Rome are now state propestimate phone PL 3-3307.
erty, but were bequeathed to the
nation and did not cost the government a penny. Yet maintenance
alone runs into millions of lire annually.
Meanwhile, the beautiful frescoes: that line the walls_ of_private

NOTICE

Murray Drive-In —

Douglass Hdw., con tth de Main
.4
Starks Ildw.

waiston-Young

PL 3-2810

Whiteway Serv.ce Sta.

Ov.ees Food Market PL 3-4612
Free Delivery Service

0.
"

PL 3-3892

SERVICE STATIONS

GROOERY STOPES

nosh, Ky.
only: call

Ledger & Times

15 CUBIC FOOT HOME FREEZER
with stainless steel top, fully guarPL 9-1916 anteed. $95.00. Rowland Refrigeraml6c
tion. Phone PL 3-2825,

PL 3-4320

s FURNITURE STORES
talorgan's E
•

PRINTING

Triangle Inn

Woods Florist

Control
vice perE1M INIX

L
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4
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[— Wanted

RESTAURANTS

FLORIST

TEE

FOR

41

ONE REGISTERED FULL-Blooded "DUE TO TRANSFER WELL esOFFICE SUPPLIES
Pekingese pup. 2 months old. Call tablished route in Murray for marPL 3-1916 Maze 3-3180.
Ledger & Times
mlOc ried man. Car and references necessary. Opportunity to earn over
$100 weekly with $80 per week
WASHER.
NORGE
AUTOMATIC
OIL DISTRIBUTORS
$40.01rCall PLaza 3-5076 or PL 3- guarantee to start. Write Fuller
mlOc Brush Co., 422 Columbus Ave.,
PL 3-1323 9174.
Ky. Lake Oil Co.
Paducah, Ky. 'Phone 443-2777.
Jobbers Shell Oil Products
m22,c
2 REGISTERED JERSEYS, FIRST
calf each, one open — one bred,
PAINT STORES
and a four months old registered
PL 3-3080 Jersey heifer. N. A. Young, HamTidwell Paint Store
mllp
lin, Kentucky.

PL 3-2547 Southside Restaurant

Scott Drugs ..

Is Dommipx

ALN

[kritc,E

Sales & Service

Western Auto
.
.
3
°W

r

JO—

NEW THREE BEDROOM BRICK
house on South 13th street exs
tended by owner. Living room
MENS CLOTHING
punelled in mahogany. Utility
Graham-Jackson
PL 3-3234 room. Phone PL 3-3632. _
if

AND TYPEWRITERS
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The paper blankets and pillow
cases have been tried for some
time at the Nykoeping Children's
hospital in central Sweden. Prof.
Olof Elgenmark, head of the hospital, expressed satisfaction with
toe blankets.
"Being the first hospital in the
world to experiment with paper
bed clothes, we are convinced we
are on the right way to solving
the old problem of hospital infections," Dr. Elgenmark said.
"The method has proved to be
cheaper. We get away from washing and ironing and save a lot of
attendants. People with contagious
diseases now often can leave the
hospital earlier because these blankets make a more hygienic treatment possible," Dr. Elgenmark
said.
Thorsten Brunius, head of the
Nyboholms Bruk, said, "We are
planning to export these blankets
to some countries,- and allow license production in others."
"We also think' these blankets,
nietts and pillow eases can be
useful for relief actions in catastrophe areas and in underdevel•aped cot.ntries," he added.
The blankets are made of cellulose wadding pressed together in
•
sire/era' layers.

1-Take
unlawfully
6-Struck
11-Th• next
following day
12-To trifle
(slang)
14-Plural ending
15.Underwater
17-Symbol for
tantalum
18-Snake
20-Buckets
2I-Bitter vetch
22-Harvest
24-Swordsman's
dttmmy,talse
25-11111eille
(Scot.)
26-Break
suddenly
3d-Esteem
an-Snars
32-Girl's name
33-Black eye
35-Wild buffalo
' of India
37-Simians
35-Succor
40-Girl's name
42-MniaY
gibbon
43-Crouti of Boy
Scouts
43-SaInts
(ablw.)
I 46-Conjunctfon
47- Nooses
49-1.eral Deal
(abbr.)
46-Top ISOWO•
picture prizes
52-Evening
party
54-Senses
65-Begin

The United States has, helped
Israel open a Dairy Training Center to provide technical training
for workers in Israel's developing
dairy industry.
Iiev) DO YOJ DO. LUcl, 14AV:k
431) EVER NET ANYME ElEFO
(0140 HAG NATAALLYCURtY HAW
ACTUALLY,1M VW,/ 6RAIENI.KRit!
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li
r
i
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titt,
110
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8-Old
Testament
(abbr.)
9-Collection of
four
10-Wipe out
12-Enclose in
paper
13-Knocked
down
16-Dock
19-Leopard
21-Commissions
23-European
capital
23-City In
Vermont
27-S)iallow
1.'essei
29;TIbetan
gazelle
31-Gems
33-ThInly
scattered

THERE WAS A

to •

37-Reserved
39-Performs
41-Item ot
property
43-Sailors
(colloy.)
44-Those in
favor of

5
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14
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15

18

k‘920

m, 26
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47- Sfan's
nickname
43- Pose lot
portrait
61-Symbol for
cerium
53-Sun god__
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1 -Besmirch
2-Hurls
3-Teutonlo
deity
4-dzir111
C-"ens.
6-Covers with
turf
7-Cry of cow
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PLEA5E DON'T 51* HER..

MiNE LUCY, AND E-IE 4175
BEHiND ME AT 5CHOOL

"
4 1 4Vis - *It
A.-ow
- <vow

W.

by Al Clapp
YO' MEANS,IT

WON'T
CURE US.r.'

IT
'
SAYS IT'LL CURE US
IN 24 HOURS.07— IS TH.
WORD'14" WRONG?

(*t
IT'LL

COME
vOU,

y

N-7

GOV'T CLERK: Ch, no
LI'L ABNER:

- - that's O.K.

put, ther's only one word
left - - - -

ALL
RIqHT—

pretty, actress Marilyn Monroe waves to
I HAD A NICE REST'—Pale, thinner, but still
away from the Neuroa crowd of ne,asmen and news photographers as her car pulls
York. She had spent
logical Institute of Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Center in New
newsmen, "I feel fine, I feel
told
She
Clinic.
Whitney
Payne
the
in
and
there
days
27
wonderful. I had a nice rest."

Correct:1 -- Glad I vas •ble
to set this record straight!!
Thes• little errors rill
happen, in Bed" ington.
Goodbye, rolWi
CO Cci12,
c.i--

12
10
19
10
-4
is

by Ernie BustimIlla.

NANCY

L ATER.
I'LL
FIND
OUT

I WONDER IF
THE LESSONS

ARE REALLY
FREE
.1

HOW DID
'YOU MAKE

our ?

40.

41W 41W.•
FREE

SKIING
LESSONS

13

•

w•
I

im""regemensillif

1

AIM AN, SLATS
RACK TO HER COUNTRY SOARS
DANIELLE ETIENNE, DARLING
OF THE SCREEN-BUT SIMONE
WILL REMAIN FOREVER IN THE
HEART OF TREETOP

•

•

•

pneumonia In London, will reFACING tONO MORT—Elizabeth Taylor, gravely 111 with
performance by
quire at least a year to recuperate, It Is reported. Nom.nated for best
competition for her role
an actress In the April 17 thirty-third annual Academy Award
of I.er more memorable
In "Butterfish! 8," Mies Taylor Is shown as she appeared In some
Summer"; lower left,
movies: top left. "Raintree County"; top right, "Surldenly Last
a recent studio
"Cat on a Hot Tin Roof," and lower right, "Giant." Lower cehtez photo is
(Central Preis)
portrait

•
•
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Lev *sof*
SLIGHT CLERICAL
ERROR IN THE
REPORT ON THAT
sERuM

DO
0011:1021
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crowd
26- ieer's horn
1

Yesterday's Puzzle

by Rseburn Van Buren
TWO YEARS -- I WISH I COULD
LIE DOWN AND SLEEP AWAY THE
TIME --- AND AWAKEN ID FIND
HER NEAR ME, SMILING
AND WITH HER ARMS
OPEN TO WELCOME ME •••
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a
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Our Soil
Our Strength
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Over The County Agent's Desk

learn, live, serve thrOugh 4-H"'Value Of

4.11 Leaders
Have A Big
Responsibility

)*
.
!Pt

By S. V. Foy

Demonstration
Rated High

nord cattle-number. The increase
Think This Over
Wilmer BrownEveryone owes it to himself to was in beeves, Sass
dairy cattle
choose wisely - to look before he ing, economist, since
still are
leaps. Perhaps the unknown au- numbers in Kentucky
Robert L. Burkeen, east of DesBy ROBERT E. BROWN
thor of this little verse puts it declining.
.
a,11 seed several acres to imIn the United Stales, however!
Soil Conservationist
most aptly:
97,139,000
was
number
cattle
must
total
who
M. W. Fulkenson, near Van Clea- proved pasture this spring and fall.
fellow
You are the
-' BY ERNEST MADREY
BY MRS. HOWARD BAZZELL
head Actual increase from Jan. '1,
ve, is making progress in carrying fat-keen is also working toward an
decide
As a 4-H leader it has been a
about 1 -ercent.
out his conservation plan. Pasture all grass program on ins farm.
great pleasere to work with 4-H
It has been said that the best Whether you'll do it, or toss it 1960 was
Bed
Jerry Burkhart, north of nturray,
fields of fescue. ladino and :moaside;
Children in the Tractor Maintenway to learn is to teach someone
In the U.S. beef cattle numbers
thy seeded last year will soon pro- is moving a step near the comple- ance program and also Beef Heifer
else, and demonstrations are a You are the fellow who makes
vide some excellent grazing Ful- tion of his conservation plan with project.
are up 2 percent from last year.
way of teaching an audience mote , tp your mind
kerson is planning to do additional :he planned construction of a pond
Kentucky beef cattle numbers
linger
beor
lead
you'll
Whether
4-H
a
memThe Tractor Maintenance prochosen subject.
about
pasture seeding this year. This will this spring. The poad will be few- gram is very important, because
rose from 1,207,000 in 1960 to 1,hind;
e
h
bers call demonstrations t
include leveling s'ame gullied ar- ! ed to exclude livestock and water
276,000.
the
goal
for
try
you'll
Whether
-machinfor
"show-how" of 4-H work.
it teaches how to care
eas. seeding to fescue and mulch- piped to a tank located so that i:
Hogs
that's afar
ery and equipment. It also stres!will provide water to two pasture
ing.
U.S. farm hog numbers are ilk
All club members have an equal Or be content to stay where you
nitt importthe
is
safety
that
ses
A note of interest to folks in- ;Lelds. Surkhart is planting a small
opportunity to work with demonpercent under 1960. In Kentucky,
are,
ant role as an operator of a tract-terested in in u &Life. While walk- area in pine with plans to use them
strations. After working with our Take it or leave it; there is much they are down 5 percent. This deequipment.
and
or
ing over the Fulkerson farm two for livestock shelter in a few year.
daughters for four years in the
cline ends a three-year hog-numto do;
It is the duty of parents to sea
40 years is a long tune for a
woodcocks were seen. Woodcocks
divisions of bread-making, gen- Just think it over - it's all up to ber increase here.
safety
taught
nare
childre
that
are game birds about the size of a fence post to last, but this the rec.Dairy Cattle
eral, electric and dairy foods, we
you.
4i
)
at an early age because it could
quail and are rarely seen in this ord claims for a :resoled post _on
feel that every club member
Milk cow ; aid 11,:afers in the
Wild Onions In Lawns
life,
in
later
accidents
prevent
was
:he Bunnie Farris farm. The Post
part of the country.
should be encouraged to show a
Homeowners who have wild s U.S. declined 1 percent; this
which might result in death.
One of the best waterways I is still in use and appears to be
consecutive year of
It
do
to
something.
group
how
seventh
conto
want
the
and
lawns
in
onions
of
Speaking in behalf
have seen in Calloway County is on :n good condition.
might be simple things such as trol them, now is the time to spray.,. declines. In Kentucky the rate of
Parents
Tractor
Untreated peat will last from 4 to of all 4-H children __in
the Dan Sh.pley farm near Murray.
to Sweep A Room" or more
"How
Materials to use are the old'decline was the same.
to
programs we wish
This fescue-ladio sod is carrying 3e years depead:ng up on the kind Maintenance
Sheep
difficult ones as "Training a Beef standby; 24-D or a combination of •
the
to
appreciation
our
express
an,
best
the
water from a 100 acre watershed of post, locust being
Calf for Show". Members who are 24-D and 245-T. Follow label di-1 Down 1 percent from last yea.
00
is spon5
0/4
who
dealer
Oil
Standard
However
lowest
without any: gullies in the bottom pine one of the
especially resourceful and willing rections carefully. The treating in the U.S. In Kentucky, down 13
program through the
of the channel Dan also has an tre.anng pine with one of the pre- soring the
to work hard may excell in de- time suggested is selected because percent andthe
' lowest inventory
local
the
of
guidance
helpful
most
outstanding grass program on his servations on the market today will
monstrations and win medals, ex- it hits wild onion plants at a time since records were started in 1867.
Equipment.
and
Tractors
in
dealers
GLEN
KELSO
BY MRS.
BY MRS. DONALD CRAWFORD
increase their life to 30 years. I
dairy farm
pense paid trips and scholarships. when they are growing rapidly,i
Equip4-H LEADER
into a livestock
The Lynn Grove Junior 4-H
understand that L D. Miller will The dealers are McKeel
Last year, Nancy enpoyed a trip and before they develop new un.' The time to get
Co.,
Equipment
Conner
Co..
ment
production is
Club has a good record in their
when
is
,n have facilities for peeling and
enterprize
-1
We have a boy and girl in 4-H to the Kentucky State Fair where derground bulbs. Wild onions re
Co., participation in the 4-H Talent
when
treating posts. This will provide Stokes Tractor and Implement
un-' dropping and cull 'closely
demonstraelectrical
an
gave
of
she
types
several
is
carrying
boy
Our
from
Club
work.
produce
Billingand
Co.,
Shows. In the past two years this
a much needed sera ice 'al Calloway Vinson Tractor
number of head is at a record
bulbs.:
Sight."
Good
Light,
on
"Good
tion
ground
above
maintractor
hogs
and
and
tobacco,
dergruund
Club has won State recognition
County as we have much softwood ton-Forsee Tractor Co.
audience was interested spec- Early in the spring they also are high.
It has also been enjoyable and through the efforts of Johnny tenance. Johnny has learned that Her
that will make excellent pistil proof
it takes more than a good animal tators at the Fair and this was an more susceptible to treatment.
a leader
be
to
me
to
helpful
speciDavid
Watson's
and
Kelso
treated.
perly
Another reason for treating now
Beef ality acts.
and feed to establish a business experience she will long rememTenative pans have been nude the 4-H members in the
first hog pro- ber.
that flowers and shrubs are still
carrying
his
is
In
livestock.
Through
of
project.
Heifer
of
Fork
East
the
for farmers from
and fumes from 24-D will
pigs.
dormant
winners
boys
taught
22
were
these
and
1959
sows
In
2
had
childrenare
he
ject
the
project,
this
the
tour
to
Nancy and Marybeth have found
Clark's River watershed
them.
kill
a
not
district
them
and
and
all
feeds
the
buy
of
county
to
both
teaches
had
also
It
He
cattle_
love
to
on
that they must be sincere and tearwatershed in Logan Co unty
Methods to use are spraying and
feeding championship in the speciality acts feeder His father went to the mill
suasive in presenting demonstraMarch 20. This will be the same the importance of proper
the
spot treating *with a sprinkling
Junior
Johnfor
gives
They
attended
division.
arrangements
This
made
and
grooming.
BY •EVELYN PALMER
tions. Realizing this has helped
tour that the aroap from West and
children as well as the parents Week in Lexington. That year,• ny to be given credit to secure them develop poise and organize- can.
Many counties favor community Fork took Last week:
NO NOT .use this spray or
great--pridea_irt showing. their, beef _they. also appeared before . both; feed for his hogs. Just before..tianat ability and has been won4-H Clubs over school clubs. j
the Rotary Club and the Home- market time. Prices dropped and derful training in public speak- sprinkler on flowers and gardens
, heifer at the fairs.
Active participation in • COmlater in the spring or summer.
it looked like he would be .in the ing.
It is also very important to makers Club.
munity activities develop comMeat-Hog Carcass Contest,
hole and have to sell his sow in
teach children at a young age to
munity consciousness. Young peoThey were again winners of order to pay his expenses. But
Purbred and commercial hog
We think every Club member
judge ,cattle. The Farm Bureau
ple are increasingly anxiots to do
BY EDDIE L. GROGAN
both county and district champ- at _the time they were ready for should learn the "show-how" of producers and breeders of Ken„..hasanotsen most helpful in sponsortie • adailis do-aad hag.atta.ned
desire-of-all 4-H ere was her
A
acts
divspeciality
ahe
t
in
ions/11ns
irieatmarket, hop were selling for 224"4-FT- work, because the. reward tucky will participati in
ing the 4-H Beef Heifer projects
a social viewpoint, they can engage
a reality to me— I was on
coming
Junior
attended
and
again
ision:
contest
cents a pound and it cost him 124 is 'a priceless store of experience, hog on-foot and carcass
with the assistance of the Junior
in many community activities in
the National 4-H Conthe Week in Lexington This same cents a pound to raise them; so judgment and skill which will March 24-27 at the Mayfield Fair- my way to
and
Commerce
7:Chimber
much the same way adults do
year they rated second in entries he cleared over $10000 and his serve that member always.
and the Reelfoot Pack- Kress! '
grounds
due
are
parents
The
Board.
Fair
Such activities are real and may
competition for a trip sponsored feeder.
ing Co.. Union City, Tenn.
appreciation also for their assistAnd what a marvelous trip this
be highlysamportant to-young peoby the Southern States CooperCarcass evaluation, quality, type turned out to be — a'a good will
projects.
She
ance in these
nine
barely
was
when
she
ple They will then challenge the
otive. They sang for the FarmJohnny participates in demon- the desirable meat- get together" of 4-H era of all
BY JANET LIKE
As parents. 4-H Leaders, and
carried food and clothing projects. and finish of
members best efforts and give
City Week Banquet and for the strations. t alent and speech.
type hog will be stressed.
Wareing as a Jr 4-H leader has to all 4-H children, lets work tobook
record
project
the states some foreign countries,
foods
Hei
him a definite feeling that he is
Farm Bureau Picnic in Murray. Through these various activities
The on-fool portion will be held a meeting designed Co bind hearts
been a pleasure to me as well gether to fuhlfill the Club motto,
the
outstandbeing
as
selected
was
part of the community.
Later that fall they were Callo- he has gained poise, confidence
Fairgrounds in Graves together that had the same aim —
to "To make the best better"
ing one in the County, but due to at Mayfield
Boys and girls in the broad !as giving me the opportunity
way Countys' entry in the novel- and business ability which will
Ccunty. The carcass contest will "to make the best better."
church.
the
in
leader
a
as
advance
in
ten
be
she
must
that
fact
the
intheir
and
sense, are citizens
ty division of the Mid-South Fair help him throughout life.
Money
compete at the District be at the packing company.
ordetk
terest in constructive community school and community.
in Meniphis.
Judy 'started in 4-H Club work
I was brought to realize the
, prizes and trophies are offered in
Jr
child,
only
an
am
I
Since
second
select
the
to
had
they
level,
activities should be aroused. They
peat concern the business men
ooth
divisions.
chance
a
me
given
has
leadership
book.
best record
Honors were also Atfl by the
should be made to feel that all
, Sponsors are the Kentucky De- have for the 4-H youth and the
Club acts "Back in Grandma's
these activities are theirs and that of working and cooperating with
her
4-H
of
partment of Agriculture, the Reel- tremendous backing they are givpresident
is
Judy
most
been
has
this
feel
I
Day." This act won firsts place in
they are a real factor in commun- a group.
her
given
Packing Co., the UK Agricul- ing the 4-H club work. I am made
has
foot
year.
This
this
Club
a
developing
in
me
helpful to
the county contest and second
ity development.
an opportunity to gain confidence tural Extension Service, the state humble to think that a company
•
place in the district contest in 19Our goal in 4-H is to develop better personality. Conducting the
in herself She has served cookies Department of Education and Mur- was investing so much faith in
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PAY BILLS
BY MAIL-
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Leaders Will
Be Recognized

PCA LOANS-

PCA Loans

One to Five
Year

A.
At Danquet

.._

sfa

LOANS

i.

To Help You With
Your

for Expenses

Crop

* GAS & OIL
* FERTILIZER
* SEEDS
* REPAIR BILLS

Money is •vsi:able when you
need it in the amount you need
for operating espenses Repayment is made when you have
income from li‘estock a crops.
And. when you deal with us,
you become a pert-owner of the
Association. So come in and
talk over • planned credit
program TODAY.

4-H Youth

— AND OTHER CAPITAL INVESTMENTS
Such as Bulk Tanks

cola a

The finest low-cost service you can buy . .
Uncle Sam's postal service . . . is yours to use for
all your bill-paying, when you have a checking
account here. See how much time and money you
save by opening your checking account here
now. Pay bills by mail, the business-like way.

and Farm Machinery

JACKSON PURCHASE
PRODUCTION CREDIT ASSN.

AIM HIGH

°PLE

TURNABOUT
INTERNATIONAL FALLS,
Minn (UP1) — A motorist whose
car struck a caw near here recently had his hospital hills paid
by the cow's insurance The prize
holstein had collision insurance
to protect her owner against loss

KEYS KEEL
307 N. 4th St.

The Bank of Murray and the
Peoples Bank are sponsoring a 4-H
Leaders Recognition Banquet to be
held Tuesday night, March 14 at
6:30 pm This banquet will be held
at the-Murray College High Lunch
Room.
Mr George Cordon State 4-11
Leader from the University of
' Kentucky will be the main speaker. Miss Helen Wesley, District 4-14
Leader will introduce Mr Cordoe
Each leader will be recognized
for the number of years he or Om
has served.
The meal is being prepared an.'
served by the Calloway Teenag,
4-H dtib and their parents Over
a hundred 4-H leaders and Coma a
members are expected to attend

Murray, Ky.
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